




































Free!sports!are! the!phenomena! that!have! rapidly!developed! from! lifestyle!activities! to!profesK






ues! of! these! sports.! The! research! utilized! a!multiple! case! qualitative!methodology! and! is! preK
sented!as!a!crossKcase!study!of!three!international!sports:!competitive!snowboarding,!competiK




This! study! found! that! as! a! result! of! organizational! evolution,! informal! organizational! arrangeK
ments,!which!were!historically!typical!for!free!sports,!have!not!been!uniformly!replaced!by!forK
malized!structural!arrangements!of!mainstream!sports.! In!addition,! the!organizational! fields!of!





tory! legitimacy! that! these! issues!are!addressed! through.!Finally,! it! is! found! that!multiple!powK
er/dependence! relationships! existing! in! organizational! fields! of! free! sports! are! largely! underK
pinned!by!commercial!interests!and!strategies!of!the!Olympic!movement.!
!
In! terms!of! contribution! to! theoretical! knowledge,! this! study! extends! previous! applications! of!
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The! origin! of! the! term! “extreme”! as! it! is! applied! to! these! newer! sports! is! not! clear,! but! it! is!
commonplace!to!classify!sports!as!“extreme”!or!“action”!if!they!include!high!risk!levels,!unconK
ventional!rules!or!techniques,!and!are!considered!counterKcultural!(Bennett!at!al,!2002;!Puchan,!
2004;!Sun,! Ji! and!Ae,!2010;!Breivik,!2010).!The!meaning!of! “extreme!sports”! shifted! from!outK
door! activities! of! the! late! 1980s/early! 1990s! like! scuba!diving,! surfing,! hang! gliding,! skydiving,!







academic! literature!(Booth,!1995;!Rinehart,!1998).!Although!there!are!subtleties! involved! in!all!
these!terms,!there!is!much!overlap!between!the!definitions!as!used!in!the!literature.!There!are,!























Whereas! the!definition!of! “extreme”! sports! highlights! the!excessive! levels! of! danger! that! athK
letes!expose!themselves!to,!the!term!“free”!or!“alternative”!sports!refers!to!the!same!range!of!
sports!but!points!out!the!distinctive!nature!of!those!sports,!which!is!to!symbolize!an!alternative!






























of! sports,! which! has! just! been! examined! above.! Throughout! the! course! of! the! research,! it!
emerged!that!the!term!“free”!sports!would!be!the!most!appropriate!to!use!with!regards!to!the!
research!problem!as!it!directly!refers!to!the!“freedom!of!expression”,!which!has!been!an!underK









own! how! to! build! identity! and! values,! how! to! develop! techniques! and! skills”! (Breivik,! 2010,!
p.270).!However,! in! spite!of! general! resistance!of! free! sports! to! institutionalization! (Wheaton,!
2000)! and! wideKspread! antiKcompetitive! postmodern! ideology! at! their! early! ages,! “organized!
competition!was!essential!for!public!acceptance!of!their!sport”!(Booth,!1995,!p.193),!thus!some!
national!governing!bodies!were!formed!quite!early! in!many!free!sports.!Examples!of!such!govK
erning! bodies! were! Australian! and! American! surfing! associations! in! the! early! 1960s! (Booth,!
1995),! the!U.S.!B.A.S.E.!Association! in!1981!(Tomlinson!and!Leigh,!2004),!and!the! International!







also! possess! some! semblance! of! the! leadership! quality! that!Weber! termed!
charisma.!These!people!were!able!to!draw!to!themselves!a!sufficient!number!
of!“disciples”!to!form!the!basis!of!an!organization.!




and!promote!specific! sports!and!run!basic!competitions! (Booth,!1995).!However,! individualism!
and!nonKcompetitiveness,!which!have!historically!been!distinctive! features!of! free!sports,!have!
had!an! impact!on! their!history!of!organization.!As!competitions!were!of! limited!significance! in!
the!early! ages!of! free! sports,! federations!mostly! served! just! as! competition!organizing! instituK




rather! than!with! the! routine! of! training! and! performance! in! the! standardized! environment! of!
mainstream! sports.! This! resulted! in! another! distinctive! feature! of! organization! of! extreme!
sports:! grassroots! participants! are! not! institutionalized! with! governing! bodies! (Rinehart! and!




















gest! example!of! commercial! institutions! in! free! sports! is! the!XKGames.! The!XKGames! arrival! in!
1995!marked!the!start!of!extensive!commercialization!of!extreme!sports.!Jackson,!Grainger,!and!
Batty!(2004,!p.201)!put!the!XKGames!alongside!with!the!Olympics,!the!FIFA!World!Cup,!and!the!
















The! essence! of! free! sports! is! their! alternative! and! hedonistic! culture! opposite! to!mainstream!
sports! (Wheaton,! 2004;! Breivik,! 2010).! Inevitably,! a! certain! part! of! idealistic! “hardcore”! perK
formers,! especially! in! outdoor! adventure! activities! like! sea! kayaking,! paragliding,! and! surfing,!
were!sceptical!towards!competitive!sports!and!emphasized!creativity!and!performance.!So!there!
has! been! serious! resistance! to! institutionalization! since! the! early! years! of! those! sports.! Scott!
(1971)!describes!how!the!market!orientation!of!commercial!television!in!the!United!States!in!the!
midK1960s!violated!the!traditional!norms!of!surfing!competitions,!which!resulted!in!withdrawal!
of!many!world! class! surfers! from!TV! “staged”! competitions! in!order! to!preserve! the! creativity!











tory! activities! and! have! been! notable! for! their! distinctive! alternative! origin.! Some! authors!
touched!upon! the! topic!of! the!organization!of! free! sports! from!social! (Booth,!1995;!Wheaton,!
2000;!Breivik,!2010)!and!marketing!(Bennett!et!al,!2002;!Puchan,!2004;!Bennett!and!Lachowetz,!
2004)!perspectives,!and!their!studies!provide!an!initial!understanding!of!the!phenomenon.!HowK
ever,! the! topics! of! organization! of! international! free! sports! and! their! organizational! evolution!
have!not!been!thoroughly!studied.!Many!free!sports,!such!as!skateboarding,!snowboarding,!and!
BMX,!have! lately!become!very!attractive! in!commercial! terms,!so! it!might!have!been!expected!
that!they!would!develop!in!a!more!institutionalized!way!that!would!fit!media!and!sponsors.!The!









explanation! of! organizational! evolution! that! free! sports! have! gone! through! as! they! have! reK
sponded!to!external!and!internal!pressures.!Of!particular!interest!is!the!question!of!whether!the!















have! been! debated.! While! it! is! accepted! that! sport! has! a! contested! definition! (Lagaert! and!
Roose,!2014),!for!the!purpose!of!this!thesis!a!specific!definition!of!sport!needs!to!be!used.!Out!of!
various!definitions!and!suggestions,!the!assumption!of!this!thesis!is!that!sport!is!an!institutional;
ized,! competitive!activity! (Coakley,!Hallinan,!Mewett,! and! Jackson,! 2008).! In!other!words,! the!





Games,!2014;!Guzyk,!2014)!whether! freestyle! skateboarding! can!be!even!classified!as!a! sport.!
Freestyle!skateboarding!has!never!been!primarily!concerned!with!competing!against!each!other!









This!highlights! that! free!sports!are! flexible!and! loosely!regulated!social!phenomena,!so!what! is!
called!free!sports!in!this!thesis!might!not!be!even!called!sports!elsewhere.!Nonetheless,!the!term!











thesis.! Relevance! of! new! institutionalism! and! resourceKdependence! theories! to! the! research!
context!will!be!discussed!based!on!the!literature!review.!The!notion!of!specificity!of!sport!will!be!










with!the!Olympic!movement!have!played!an! important!role! in!their!evolution,!so!this!aspect! is!
specifically! addressed.! Chapter! Seven! brings! these! three! sports! together! as! it! deals! with! the!
crossKcase! analysis! of! research! findings! and! critically! evaluates! reoccurring! themes,! which!
emerged! from! these! three! case! studies.! This! chapter! assesses! shared! and! unique! features! of!
three!sports!and!summarizes!them!in!a!comparative!table.!!
!
Chapter!Eight!discusses! the! findings!of! crossKcase!analysis! in! terms!of! theoretical! frameworks:!
new!institutionalism!and!resourceKdependence!theory.!The!main!themes!will!be!addressed!withK
in! the! existing! theoretical! concepts,! such! as! legitimacy,! and! compared!with! contemporary! reK
search.!This!chapter!will!support!the!Chapter!Nine,!which!concludes!the!thesis!by!addressing!the!

























! ! ! ! !!
2.1.!Evolution%of%modern%sport,%its%professionalization%and%commercialization%%
Modern!sport!is!the!result!of!the!evolution!of!various!activities!that!developed!over!the!decades!


































of! professions! and! the! movement! toward! correspondence! with! “professional! model”,! which!





















•! Systemic! professionalization:% refers! to! a! process! by! which! an! external! factor! causes!
some!form!of!fieldKlevel!change.!!
•! Occupational! professionalization:% the! broadest! conceptualization! that! deals! with! the!
evolution!of!entire!occupations.%
Systemic!professionalization! is!differentiated! from! its!organisational!and!occupational!counterK
parts! in! that! it! is! brought! about! by! an! external! rather! than! internal! influence! (Dowling! et! al,!
2014,!p.524).!As!far!as!sport!management!studies!are!concerned,!O’Brien!and!Slack!(2003,!2004),!
Skinner,!Stewart,!and!Edwards!(1999)!and!Whitson!and!Macintosh!(1989)!used!systemic!concepK
tualisation!of!professionalization! in! their! studies.!O’Brien!and!Slack! (2003,!2004),! for!example,!










become!mediaKcentred.! The!prediction!of! the! full! professionalization!of! the!Rugby!Union! that!
was!attributed!to!the!inexorable!tendency!for!sports!in!capitalist!societies!to!become!boundKup!
with!money!values!proved!right! (Dunning!and!Sheard,!1979,!Dunning,!2005).!The!processes!of!









To! summarize,! whereas! the! evolution! of! sports! has! been! very! much! about! rationalization! of!
sport,! its!quantification!and!growth!of!competitive!aspect!of!sport!until!the!1970s,! in!the!most!





























The! concept! of! organizational! field! is! emphasized! within! the! new! institutional! theory,! as! reK




…! both! cultural! and! network! systems! gave! rise! to! a! socially! constructed! arena!
within! which! diverse,! interdependent! organizations! carry! out! specialized! funcK
tions.! It! is!within!such! fields! that! institutional! forces!have! their! strongest!effects!
and,!hence,!are!most!readily!examined.!!
Scott!(2004,!p.465)!
As!highlighted!by!Scott! (2008,!p.44)! the!organization!“field”!or!sector!was! identified!by!sets!of!
authors![DiMaggio!and!Powell,!1983;!Meyer!and!Scott,!1983]!as!a!new!level!of!analysis!particuK
larly!suited!to!the!study!of!institutional!processes.!Organizational!field!is!represented!by!organiK
zations! and! individuals! that! are! involved! in! institutional! life:! suppliers,! consumers,! governing!
bodies,! competitors,! and! other! participants! with! a! common! meaning! system! (DiMaggio! and!
Powell,!1983).!Organizational!field!is!a!community!where!“participants!interact!more!frequently!
and! fatefully!with!one!another! than!actors!outside!of! the! field”! (Scott!2001,!p.!84);! so! instituK
tional!ideas!circulate!across!organizational!boundaries!(Sahlin!and!Wedlin,!2008).!
!
Organizational! fields! are! affected! and! shaped! by! various! internal! and! external! pressures.! As!
identified!by!Aaker!(1995),!Cousens!and!Slack!(2005),!and!Amis,!Slack!and!Hinings!(2004),!within!















key!pressures,! Thibault! (2009)! identifies! specific! aspects! that!have! recently! fostered!globalizaK
tion!of!sports,!such!as!the!growing!transnational!flow!of!athletes;!the!increased!involvement!of!
global!media!organizations!in!sport;!and!the!impact!of!sport!on!the!environment.!Speaking!about!
technological! advancement,! Smith! and!Westerbeek! (2010)! suggested! that! the! nature! of! sport!
was!changing!both!in!terms!of!spectatorship!(as!a!consequence!of!the!introduction!of!new!platK
forms!and!media! channels)! and! in!participation! (sport!becomes!accessible! to!anyone!with! the!
right!technology).!
!
There!are!also! internal! factors,!which!can!shape!organizational! fields.!According! to!Meyer!and!











zational! fields! together.! Friedland! and!Alford! (1991)! called! them! “Institutional! Logics”! and! arK


















duced! by! Alford! and! Friedland! (1985),! developed! by! cognitive! theorists! (Prahalad! and! Bettis,!
1986;! Porac! and! Thomas,! 1989;! Abrahamson! and! Fombrun! 1994),! and! empirically! tested! by!
Scott!(2000).!In!the!research!of!the!latter,!organizations!in!a!healthcare!field!were!found!followK
ing!a!dominant!institutional!logic!of!the!field,!which!was!the!logic!of!corporation!and!the!market,!





Applying! the!notion!of! dominant! institutional! logics! to!organizational! fields! of! sports,! Southall!






ble.!Prahalad!and!Bettis! (1986)!assert! that! the!organizational! field’s!dominant! logic! is! in! fact!a!












isational! field! evolution.! These! scholars! emphasized! changes! that! occurred! more! collectively!
across!multiple!organizational!domains!rather!than!internal!changes.!Thus!systemic!professionalK
ization! suggests! the!appropriate!unit!of!analysis! is! ‘beyond! that!of!a! singular!organisation!and!
closer!towards!a!field!level!examination’!(Dowling!et!al,!2014,!p.524).!
!
Secondly,! the! concept!of! organizational! field! is! different! from! that!of! an! industry! and!may! inK

















theoretical! framework! of! new! institutionalism! together! with! the! theory! of! culture,! so! a! brief!
overview!of! the! relevant! literature! follows.! Finally,! the!notion!of!organizational! field!has!been!
already! successfully! employed! in! studies! of! organization! of! specific! sports! (Cousens,! 1997;!



















field.! While! it! is! understood! that! culture! involves! more! than! values,! assessment! of! culture!















tremely! strong! playing! achievement! and! success! orientations,! often! at! the! exK
pense!of!other!organizational!dimensions!such!as!financial!security.!!







Donnelly! (1996)!argues!that! there! is!a!single!dominant!sport!culture! (which!he!terms!“prolymK
pism),!which!had!been!established!throughout!the!twentieth!century.!Prolympism!has!been!creK
ated!as!an!articulation!of!Olympism!and!professionalism.!“As!evidenced!by!the!vast!amount!of!
media,! public,! and! academic! attention! they! have! attracted”,! these! two! sport! ideologies! have!
been!dominant!over! the!past!halfKcentury! and! “have!become! the! yardstick!by!which!all! other!
forms! of! sport! are! judged”! (Donnelly,! 1996,! p.25).! Donnelly! (1996)! suggests! that! the!modern!
Olympism!emerged! in! the! first!phase!of!globalization,!when! the! first! international!movements!




professionalism! represented! two! different! ideologies! (amateur! and! professional! sport),! they!
now!seemed!to!merge!into!a!global!sport!monoculture!that! is!based!on!the!idea!of!"playing!to!
win"(Donnelly,!1996,!p.26).!The!growing!dominance!of!this!“prolympism”!culture!has!been!eviK
































As!mentioned! in! the! introduction,! subcultures! built! around! free! sports! are! one! of! the! distinK
guishing!characteristics!of! this!group!of! sports.!Tomlinson,!Ravenscroft,!Wheaton!and!Gilchrist!














These!characteristics!established! the!exclusivity!of! the!climbing!subculture,!which! is! related! to!
“the!distance!of!cultural!norms!from!the!subcultural!norm”!(Donnelly,!2007,!p.373).!!
!




and! Kennedy! (1982),! O'Reilly! et! al.! (1991),! Martin! (1992,! 2002),! Abrahamson! and! Fombrun!
(1994),!Baritone!and!Mooch!(1991),!Gregory!(1983),!Jermier!et!al.!(1991),!and!Riley!(1983).!It!has!



























from!the!macro!perspective!of! the!whole!sport.!Therefore!this! research! focuses!on!cultures!and!
subcultures!in!the!macro!perspective!that,!as!discussed!earlier,!are!manifested!in!the!institutional!
logics!of! the!organizational! field.! For! the!purposes!of! this! thesis,!macroculture!will! be!discussed!
through!the!values!of!free!sports.!!While!it!is!understood!that!culture!is!more!than!values!and!imK



















ray!of! established! cultural! accounts!provide!explanations! for! its! existence,! funcK
tioning,!and!jurisdiction,!and!lack!or!deny!alternatives!.!.!.!In!such!a[n]!instance,!leK
gitimacy!mainly!refers!to!the!adequacy!of!an!organization!as!theory.!A!completely!
legitimate!organization!would!be!one! about!which!no!question! could!be! raised.!
[Every!goal,!mean,!resource,!and!control!system!is!necessary,!specified,!complete,!















In! contrast,! regulatory! legitimacy! originates! not! from! institutional! logics,! or! culture,! but! from!
“rulemaking! and! enforcement! activities! within! the! agencies! of! the! State”! (Deephouse! and!
Suchman,!2008,!p.56)!or!crossKnational!governing!organizations.!Examples!of!subjects!of!regulaK
tory! legitimation! in!sport! include!national!sport! federations,!which!are!empowered!by!state!to!
develop! their! sports!and!also!authorized!by!national!Olympic! committees! to! run!qualifications!
for!the!Olympic!Games.!!
!
While! the! sources!of! regulatory! legitimacy!are! relatively!easy! to! identify,! as! they!are!normally!
state! authorities! and! governing! organizations,!which! define! rules! and! regulations! in! organizaK
tional!fields,!the!sources!of!cultural!legitimacy!are!of!more!abstract!construction.!As!highlighted!
by!Greenwood! (2008),!based!on!Giddens! (1984)!and!Seo!and!Creed! (2002),! institutional! logics!
are!sources!of!cultural! legitimacy,!so!the!central! issue!of! the!concept!of! legitimacy! is! to!deterK









Based!on! institutional! studies!of!diffusion! (Strang!and!Soule,! 1998;! Tolbert! and!Zucker,! 1983),!






the! integration! perspective! of! culture! of! the! organizational! field,! “beliefs! that! are! shared! by!
managers!across!organizations!.!.!.!tend!to!increase!the!level!of!organizational!inertia!and!similarK
ity”! (Abrahamson!and!Fombrun,!1994,!p.728).! Institutional! theorists!Meyer!and!Rowan!(1977),!
DiMaggio!and!Powell!(1983),!Zucker!(1983),!and!Powell!(1991)!argue!that!organizations!in!a!field!










This! homogeneity! is! attributed! to! external! pressures! and! social! expectancies! and! is! known! as!
institutional% isomorphism—“the! constraining! process! that! forces! one! unit! in! a! population! to!
resemble!other!units!that!face!the!same!set!of!environmental!conditions”!(Hawley,!1968!cited!in!
DiMaggio!and!Powell!(1983,!p.!147)).!DiMaggio!and!Powell!(1983)!found!out!that!organizations!
were! bound! by! the! logic! of! the! institutional! sphere! and! call! this! phenomenon! “iron! cage”!























-! “bandwagon”:! a! growing! number! of! adopters! of! an! innovation! or! strategy!which!may!
drive!other!organizations!in!the!field!to!adopt!the!same!change;!











2002,!MacIntosh!et!al,! 2010).!Conformity! to! the!dominant! institutional! logics! creates! “cultural!
homogeneity!among!individual!actors!across!organizations!through!an!institutional!environment!




ganizations! across! several! sports! and! countries! have! been! researched! by! sport! management!







professionalization!of! the!Rugby!Football!Union! is! an!example!of!macroKorganizational! change!
on!an! international! level,!which! confirms! the! suggestion! that! “just! as! values!and! ideas! can!be!
institutionalized,!they!can!also!be!deinstitutionalized”!(Skinner!et!al,!1999,!p.!174).!This!internaK
tional!sport!adhered!to! its!roots!for!more!than!one!hundred!years!of! its!organization’s!history:!
“amateur! values! were! heavily! institutionalized! in! this! community! through! not! only! the! clubs!
playing!history!but!also!its!structures,!rites,!rituals,!myths!and!culture”!(O’Brien!and!Slack!2004,!








could! be! explained! by! analysing! the! change! in! the! field’s! dominant! logic! (O’Brien! and! Slack,!
2003),!which!is!the!manifestation!of!culture!of!organizational!field!in!a!macro!perspective.!StudK
ies!of!O’Brien!and!Slack!(1999,!2003,!2004a,!2004b)!demonstrated!how!isomorphic!institutional!




processes! “thrive! under! conditions! where! there! are! inadequate! channels! for! sharing! inforK
mation,!and!where!there!is!a!reluctance!among!actors!to!do!so!in!the!first!place.”!Skille!(2011,!
p.87)!refers!to!metaphor!of!“blind!leading!the!blind”(O’Neill,!Beauvals,!and!Scholl,!1998,!p.!101),!
when!characterizing! the!nature!of! change! in!organizations! such!as! the!English!Rugby!Union!as!






















ganizations! (NSO)! in! Scandinavian! countries! (Augestad,! Bergsgard! and! Hansen,! 2006;! Fahlen,!
2006;!Skille,!2011)!revealed!that!they!experienced!institutional!isomorphism!in!a!global!context.!
NSOs!are!all!connected!to!the!norms!and!regulations!of!international!sport!federations!and!the!




coercive! and!normative! isomorphism,!which! emanated! from!professionalization! and! stemmed!
from! trends! in! international! elite! sport! (Skille,! 2011).! This! evidence! of! organizational! isomorK
phism,!which!sees!sport!organizations!becoming!homogeneous!in!their!cultures!and!structures,!
demonstrates!the!relevance!of!new!institutional!perspective!to!organizational!field!of!any!modK







ic!uniformly!shapes!organizations! in!a! field,! reinforcing!notions!of! stability!and! institutionalizaK














This! criticism! resulted! in! development! of! the! notion! of! institutional! pluralism.%This! concept! is!
underpinned!by! the!differentiation! view!of! culture!of!organizational! field,!which! suggests! that!
organizations!can!fulfil!multiple!purposes!and!embody!multiple! logics!(Kraatz!and!Block,!2008).!
Slack!and!Hinings!(1992)!provide!evidence!that!“organizations!are!not!merely!passive!receptors!













ganizational! change! in! the! institutional! field! of! sports! as! it! is! strongly! linked! to! the! debate! of!
competing!“sport”!and!“business”!logics.!Based!on!an!ambiguous!history!of!sport!and!two!conK
trasting!approaches!to!its!management,!this!issue!has!been!of!considerable!academic!attention!
(Hess! and! Stewart,! 1998;! Slack,! 1998;! Smith! and! Stewart,! 1999;!Mangan! and!Nauright,! 2000;!














levels!of!horizontal!differentiation,!with! specialists! grouped! into! functional!units!
for!organizational!purposes,!but!often!deployed!to!project!teams!to!do!their!work.!
By! the!application!of!network! theory,! the! study!by!SteenKJohnsen! (2008,!p.355)!demonstrates!
“specific!characteristics!of!network!organizing,!and!how!these!differ!from,!and!challenge,!estabK
lished! ways! of! organizing! sport.”! Therefore,! contesting! the! notion! of! organizational! isomorK
phism,!SteenKJohnsen!(2008)!found!the!evidence!of!institutional!pluralism!on!the!national!level!
of! the! organization! of! snowboarding.! There!were! two! competing! logics! existing! in!Norwegian!
competitive!snowboarding!rather!than!a!single!dominant!logic.!These!were!the!traditional!logic!
of!snowboarding!as!an!alternative!“play”!activity!and!the!mainstream!sport! logic!based!on!the!





the! coKexistence! of! contradictory! institutional! logics—educational! and! commercial—in! today’s!







institutional! logics!could!coexist! in! sport’s!organizational! field!as!a! result!of!differences! in! funK
damental!activities!of!sport!organizations!and!their!size!and!availability!of!resources!(Thibault!et!
al.!1991,!Smith!and!Shilbury,!2004,!Smith!and!Stewart,!2010).!Those!contributions!demonstrated!






In! some!cases! (Southall! et!al,!2008,!Southall! and!Nagel,!2008,!Skirstad!and!Chelladurai,!2011),!
based!on!the!benefits!of!coexistence!of!different!institutional!logics!realized!by!individual!organiK
zations,!they!made!structural!changes!that!allowed!them!maintaining!the!original!logic!with!the!
adoption!of! the!new!ones.! For!example,!NCAA!has!developed! the!new!governance! structure! K!
consisting!of!three!distinct!and!autonomous!divisions!K!that!allowed!educational!and!commercial!
logics! to! coexist! (Southall! et! al,! 2008,!p.695).!More! recently,! the!empirical! findings!of! Skirstad!
and!Chelladurai!(2011)!underpinned!by!Kraatz!and!Block’s!(2008)!institutional!pluralism,!demonK
strate!how!sports!organization!(Norwegian!multisports!KIL!club)!may!adopt!three!different!logics!





club! dealing!with! professional! soccer.! The! old! culture! prevailed! in! the! rest! of! the!
sports!club,!and!the!two! logics! lived!side!by!side.!The!final!change!occurred! in!the!
professional!part!of!soccer!(Top!Soccer),!which!had!to!adapt!to!the!pressures!from!










izational! field! and! demonstrates! how! numerous! institutional! logics! can! coexist! at!micro! level.!










institutional!pluralism!have!been!evident! in!recent!academic!studies!on!organizational! fields! in!
sport.! The! homogeneity! of! organizational! structures! and! cultures! in! sport! has! been! shown! as!
organizations!tend!to!resemble!each!other!in!order!to!behave!legitimately.!On!the!other!hand,!it!
has! been! found!possible! for! several! institutional! logics! to! exist! simultaneously! in! an! organizaK
tional! field!of!sport.!As! the! logics!of!professionalization!and!commercialization!entered!the!orK
ganizational!field!of!free!sports!with!its!historically!strong!“alternative”!macroKculture,!organizaK
tional! fields! of! free! sports! can! be! analyzed! via! the! discussed! frameworks! of! new! institutional!
theory,!such!as!institutional!logics,!legitimacy,!isomorphism,!and!pluralism.!
!
Finally,! it! was! necessary! to! take! into! consideration! the! study! of! Washington! and! Patterson!














study! of! organizational! evolution! of! free! sports—the! resource! dependence! theory—as! a! supK
plementary! theoretical! framework! to! new! institutionalism.! The! necessity! of! this! framework! is!




















example,!producers!of!natural! resources!hold!power!over!companies! that!use! these! resources!
for!production!of!goods.!On!the!other!hand,!the!income!of!producers!of!natural!resources!is,!in!
turn,!dependent!on!buyers!of!these!resources,!so!powerKdependence!relationships!are!mutual.!
Subsequently,! the! notions! of! autonomy! and! constraint! have! been! developed!within! resource!
dependence! theory!as!organizations! respond! to! interdependence! relations.! The! theory! can!be!
summarized!by!a!piece!of!advice!to!organizations:!
Choose!the!leastKconstraining!device!to!govern!relations!with!your!exchange!partK
ners! that!will! allow!you! to!minimize!uncertainty! and!dependence!and!maximize!
your!autonomy.!
Davis!and!Cobb!(2010,!p.6)!




PowerKdependence! relationships! received! a! significant! academic! consideration! in! sport! manK
agement!science!and!proved!to!be!a!relevant!theoretical!solution!to!the!issue!of!organizational!






(1992)! used! the! tenets! of! resourceKdependence! theory! in! order! to! demonstrate!why!NSOs! of!
Canada!were! involved! in! a!major! change!process! from!volunteerKcontrolled!entities!with! relaK
tively! simple! structures! to!professionally!operated,!more!complex!governing!bodies.! It!was! reK




















































In!other!words,! in! line!with!organizational! isomorphism! thinking,!organizations!are! thought! to!


























recently,! the! study!of! Skirstad!and!Chelladurai! (2011)! investigating!organizational! change!on!a!






















































































a university's budgeting system both adopted an institutional perspective to
explore the process of accommodating conflicting institutional demands
and constraints.
Resource dependence theory also emphasizes that most organizations
confront numerous and freq ently incompatible dema s from a variety of
external actors (Pfeffer, 1982: 195; Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978: 45). Although
institutional theorists have addressed both institutional and task or technical
pressures (Scott, 1983b; Scott, 1987b; Scott & Meyer, 1983), institutional the-
ory focuses more specifically on the pressures and constraints of the insti-
tutional environment. Institutio s are defined here as regulatory structures,
governmental agencies, laws, courts, and professions (Scott, 1987a: 498). In
accordance with most institutional theorists (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983;
Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Meyer & Scott, 1983; Zucker, 1987a), institutional
constituents that exert pressures and expectations include not only the state
and pr fessions, as institutions, but also interest groups and public opinion






new! institutionalism! as! the! primary! theoretical! framework! for! this! research! has! been! made!
based! on! the! applicability! of! its!major! ideas! to! the! research! context! and! review! of! empirical!
studies!examining!organizational!fields!of!sports!from!a!new!institutionalism!perspective.!SpecifK
ically,! the!notion!of!organizational! field!and! its!dominant! institutional! logics! (macroKculture)! is!
relevant! to!organization!of! free! sports,!which! is! known! for!distinctive! cultural! features.! In! this!
connection,! the! postulates! of! new! institutionalism! have! brought! together! the! definitions! and!
ideas!of!the!cultural!theory.!As!discussed!within!this!literature!review,!underpinned!by!the!inteK
gration! view! of! culture! of! organizational! field! the! concept! of! organizational! isomorphism! has!
been!popular! in!understanding!of!organizational! change!within!various!organizational! fields.! It!
advocates!homogeneity! in!cultures!and!structures!of!organizational! fields.!The!evidence!of! the!
phenomenon! of! organizational! isomorphism! has! been! discussed! with! references! to! practical!
studies!of!sport!organizational!fields.!This!demonstrates!the!relevance!of!new!institutionalism!to!












chapter! is! focused! around! two! phenomena:! structures! and! cultures! in! organizational! fields! of!
sports.! The! studies! of! structural! evolution! of! organization! of! sports! (Greenwood! and! Hinings,!
1988;!Slack!and!Hinings,!1992;!Skinner!et!al,!1999;!Hoye!et!al,!2008)!show!isomorphic!processes!
underpinned!by! resource!dependence! that! force!organizational! change! from!simple! structures!
towards!more!professional!and!bureaucratic!ones.!On!the!other!hand,!recent!academic!contribuK
tions!on!change!in!logics!in!sport!organizations,!such!as!Skirstad!and!Chelladurai!(2011),!demonK










the!environmental!pressures.! Such! interdependencies! create! the!power! relationships!between!
legally! independent!organizations.! To! summarize! the! implications!of! this! literature! review,! orK
ganizational! evolution! in! free! sports! should! be! discussed!within! the! theoretical! framework! of!







This! chapter! discusses! the! choice! of! research!methodology! and! its! philosophical! basis.! First,! it!
overviews!various!philosophical!approaches!to!research!with!regards!to!objectives!and!context!of!








gards! to! application! of! new! institutional! theory! to! specific! context! (free! sports),! the! concepts!
that! deserve! particular! focus! for! an! empirical! study! of! organizational! evolution! of! free! sports!
have!been! identified!as! institutional! logics,! legitimacy,!organizational! isomorphism,!and!pluralK






















Some! questions! about! the! possible! knowledge! and! the! relationships! between! the! researcher!
and!what!can!be!known!must!be!answered!in!order!to!show!how!the!research!methods!are!caK






















•! Objectivism:!meaningful! reality!exists!apart! from!a!mind!and!can!be!discovered!as! the!
objective!truth.!
•! Constructionism:%meaning! does! not! exist! without! a! mind,! so! is! constructed! by! social!
processes!rather!than!discovered.!

















Jenkins,!2011).! Initially,! the!philosophical!approach!to!research!was!categorized! into!two!paraK
digms!(Hussey!and!Hussey,!1997;!Robson,!2002):!the!positivist!and!the!interpretive!tradition!that!
can!also!be!considered!as!a!synonym!of!the!phenomenological!perspective!according!to!Jenkins!
(2011).!Robson! (2002)!discusses! the! following!paradigms:! the!scientific!approach! (with!a! focus!
on!positivism),! relativist! approaches,! and! several! recent! traditions,! such!as! constructivism!and!
postKpositivism.!Maylor!and!Blackmon!(2005,!p.157)! identify!six!different!research!approaches:!
Positivism,!Realism,!Critical!Realism,!Interpretivism,!Constructionism,!and!Subjectivism.!The!maK


















The! doctrine! of! postKpositivism! challenges! the! traditional! notion! of! the! absolute! truth! of!
knowledge!(Phillips!and!Burbules,!2000)!and!recognizes!that!“we!cannot!be!‘positive’!about!our!
claims!of!knowledge!when!studying!the!behaviour!and!actions!of!humans”!(Creswell,!2009,!p.7).!
It! is!accepted!by!postKpositivists!that!unobservable!phenomena!exist,!as! it! is! impossible!for!huK
man!beings!to!truly!perceive!the!existing!real!world!with!their!sensory!and!mental!capacity!(GuK
ba,!1990,!Schumacher!and!Gortner,!1992).!Although!the!postKpositivist!approach!to!research!in!
social! sciences!has! recently!become!rather! flexible!and!has! recognized!the!effects!of! the! likely!




The! Interpretivist! approach! emerged! in! contradiction! to! positivism.! It! looks! for! “culturally! deK











similar! in! nature,! phenomenology! and! symbolic! interactionism!ask! very! different! foundational!
questions!(Patton,!2002,!p.!81,104):!













































































































































Critical# realism#has# been# an# influential# paradigm# in# social# sciences,#with# particular# relevance# to#
studies# where# the# power,# attitudes,# values,# and# cultures# of# groups# need# to# be# conceptualized#
(Ackroyd# and# Fleetwood,# 2000,# p.19).# Researchers# should# be# critical# of# the#world# around# them#
and#look#for#truth#and#explanations#of#phenomena—this#is#how#the#major#idea#of#this#philosophiJ
cal# perspective# can# be# formulated.# Critical# realists# apply# the# ontological# position# of# positivists#
while# taking# into# consideration# phenomenological# critique# as# far# as# epistemology# is# concerned.#
Employing# this#dualism,# critical# realists# accept# the# complexity#of# research# in# social# sciences#and#
agree#that#knowledge#about#the#external#world#may#be# imperfect#and#essentially#different#from#
the#mental#world#of#a#mind#but#still#can#be#acquired.#Typically,#critical#realism#allows#the#use#of#





address# the# fundamental#question#of# the#evolution#of# free#sports#over# time.#Structural#arrangeJ
ments#and#values#of# free# sports#are# the# two#key#aspects# to#be#examined#within# the# theoretical#





























account# the# distinctive# and# meaningful# culture# of# free# sports,# as# well# as# widespread# informal#








ployed# the#ontological# assumption# that# the#world# is# socially# constructed,# subjective#and# can#be#








pects#of#description,#because#of# the# lack#of#existing# research#on# the#organizational#evolution#of#



































cific# hypotheses.# # This#meant# an# iterating# cycle# of# deduction# and# induction# could# be# followed,#











#Start#with# an# interesting# question,# not# a# fancy# hypothesis.# Hypotheses# close#me#
down;#questions#open#me#up.#
Mintzberg#(2005,#p.#361)##




(1997,#2012)#and# is# known#as#«process# thinking».#The#assumption#of#processual# analysis# is# that#









•! Linking#processes#to#outcomes,#as#the#purpose#of#a#processual#analysis# is# to#account#for#




tion.#According# to#Pettigrew# (1997,# 2012),# processual# analysts# can#achieve# this#by#asking# themJ
selves#questions#of#‘how’#and#‘why’:#








that# processual# analysis# approach#would# facilitate# reaching# the# research# objectives.# Essentially,#
evolution# is#a#process#and#can#be#considered#as#a#sequence#of#events#and#actions#embedded# in#
context.##Understanding#the#sequence#and#flow#of#events#over#time#is#a#key#objective#of#processuJ
al# research# approach# (Pettigrew,# 1997,# p.341).# Since# it# was# necessary# to# reveal# patterns# and#
mechanisms#of#organizational#evolution#of#free#sports#and#relate#them#to#outcomes,#the#process#









address# the# research#questions#by#providing#an# insight# into# the# topic# and#giving# interpretations#
rather#strictly#testing#theories.#Since#the#phenomenology#and#processual#research#strategy#were#
chosen#as# the#guiding#approaches#of# this#study,# the#choice#of#case#study#as# the#research#design#
was#apparent.#All#the#key#literature#that#guided#shaping#of#the#methodology#of#this#research#(PetJ
tigrew,#1997,#2012;#Edwards#and#Skinner,#2009;#Creswell,#2013)#suggested#that#case#study#would#



















come#can#be#used# to#“…#provide#an#anchor# in# the# study—a#constant# simple# repetitive#question#





One#point#needs# to#be#addressed# though:# the#definition#of# case# study#by#Yin# (2014)# focuses#on#
contemporary# phenomenon,#whereas# this# research# also# involves# studying# events# in# the# past# in#
order#to#assess#the#process#of#sport#evolution.#However,#a#careful#consideration#of#Yin#(2014)#sugJ






full# variety# of# evidence# –# documents,# artifacts,# interviews,# and# observations# –# beyond# what# is#
usually#available#in#historical#study#(Yin,#2014).#It#is#discussed#above#that#given#a#very#limited#body#








logical#choice#for#this#study,#as#the# justification# is#as#follows.#First#of#all,# it#was#evident#from#the#

























be#a# substantial#problem# in#our# case,#because#of# the#use#of# the#concept#of#organizational# field,#
which#concentrates#attention#on#more#delimited#sets#of#organizations,#as#described#in#Chapter#2.#
Still#it#was#decided#to#define#the#boundaries#of#the#case#as#organizational#field#of#particular#interJ
national# sports,# which#means# the# bounded# system# is# organizations# and# individuals# that# are# inJ
volved# in# institutional# life#of#particular#sport.#However,#as#suggested#by#Yin# (2014,#p.50),#“every#
type#of#design#will# include#the#desire#to#analyse#contextual#conditions…#with#the#boundaries#beJ










ture# (Yin,#2014,#Creswell,# 1998,#2013,#Robson,#2002).# The# first#one# is#whether# to# study#a# single#
case#or#multiple#cases.#As#argued#by#Creswell# (1998),#this#dilemma#is#mainly#about#choosing#beJ
tween# the# greater# depth# (single# case)# and# the# greater# chance# of# generalizability# of# the# results#
(multiple#cases).#Single#case#design#is#often#selected#for#rare#or#extreme#cases#when#the#idea#is#to#
test#an#established#theory.#Conversely,# the#multiple#cases#study# is#more# likely#to#generate#more#




research# lacking# its#explanatory#application.#This#can#be#done#via#consistent#collection#of#the# inJ
formation#on#the#same#variables#across#different#cases#and#its#structured#and#focused#comparison#
(King#et#al,#1994).#Based#on# these# theoretical# inputs,# it#was#decided# that# the# research# logic#and#
benefits#of#multiple#case# study#approach#would# suit# the#needs#of# this# study#better,#as# it# is# conJ
cerned#with#the#explanation#of#the#organizational#evolution#of#free#sports#and#generating#hypothJ









gies#developed#by#Patton# (1990)#and#advanced#by#Miles#and#Huberman# (1994),#Creswell# (1998)#
suggested#a#number#of#strategies#that#can#be#considered#for#a#case#study#research.#After#a#careful#




The# selection# of# these# cases#was# based# on# a# set# of# criteria,#which#were# elaborated# in# order# to#
identify#rich#but#not#unusual#cases#that#demonstrate#different#perspectives#of#the#research#probJ
lem.# Cases# must# be# unique# but# share# a# variety# of# features.# Some# information# on# various# free#








This# requirement# is# essentially# about# the# size#of# the# sport.#Along#with# some# sports# that#have#a#
short#history,#there#are#a#number#of#free#sports#that#do#not#have#many#professional#participants#
over#the#world.#This#can#be#due#to#various#reasons,#such#as#accessibility#of#facilities,#technical#reJ




































































































































“Culture# of# skateboarding”# can# be#






















Skateboarding# was# invented# in#
1950s.# However,# the# first# interna>
tional# competitions# were# held# in#
the#late#1970s#>#early#1980s.#Skate>
boarding# went# through# a# few#
“waves”# of# popularity# and# decline.#


































views#were# focused#on# two#broad#general#questions# (Moustakas,# 1994):#what#have# you#experi7



































thorough#explanation#and#analysis#of# the#phenomenon#concerned,# it#was#necessary# to#collect#a#
number# of# viewpoints# on# research# problems# that#would# drive# investigation# and# interpretation.#
Open7ended# interviews# are# thought# to# offer# the# richest# and# the#most# extensive# data# for# these#
purposes.#Especially#if#the#access#to#stakeholders#in#organizations#and#communities#is#secured,#the#
flexible#approach#of#non7structured# interviews#provides# insights# into# the#case#and# reveals# “how#













ed# sports.# As#well,# in# order# to# understand# traditional# values# of# free# sports,# it#was# necessary# to#
speak# to#people#who#were# involved# in# sports# at# the# time#of# or# shortly# after# the#establishment.#
Therefore,# obtaining# data# from# founders# and# legends# of# the# sports# was# necessary.# In# order# to#
identify# such#people,#a# significant# reading#of# literature#on# the#histories#of# respective#sports#was#
done.#The#status#of#founders#and#legends#of#the#sports#are#sometimes#debatable,#and#also#there#




This# is# the#key#source#of# interview#data#as# this# research#focuses#on#opinions#of#and# information#
from#current#athletes.#As#a#brief#overview#of#the#context#of#the#study#demonstrated,#historically#
athletes# have# played# a# key# role# in# organization# of# free# sports.# Also,# individuality# and# self7
expression# have# always# been# key# features# of# free# sports,# so# these# sports# have# been# centred#
around#individual#athletes#rather#than#teams,#federations,#or#specific#competitions.#With#due#re7

























identification# of# key# themes# and# specific# questions.# Secondly,# information# from# documents# is#
beneficial#in#post7interview#period#of#data#analysis#because#it#has#been#provided#without#research#
in#mind# (Bryman,# 1989;# Jones# 1991;# Burgess,# 1991),#which#means# the# possible# biases# from# the#
interviews#are#reduced.#Documentary#and#media#analysis#as#a#secondary#data#collection#method#
also# reflects# the# idea# that# this# research# is#aimed# to# study#what#happened# in# the#past.#Although#
free# sports# are# relatively# new# phenomena,# there# is# organizational# history# behind# them,# which#
needs#to#be#evaluated.#Documentary#evidence#obtained#over#a#long#time#span#increases#the#relia7




the#validity#of# the#research#results#can#be# improved# if# the#messages#about# the#present#are#sup7
plemented#by#the#corresponding#evidence#from#other#sources.#As#suggested#by#Robson#(2002,#p.#
312),# in#order# to# validate#or# corroborate# some# interview# findings,# articles# in#press,#blogs,# social#





















case# studies# possible,# interview# questions#were# aligned#with# the# research# objectives.#Table' 3.3#
presents#some#examples#of#questions#and#how#they#facilitated#addressing#research#objectives.#It#
must#be#noted# though# that# these#were# just#basic#guidelines# for# interviewing#as#other#questions#





transcribed#with# the#help#of# the# standard#VLC#player#and#Microsoft#Word#2011.#The# transcripts#
were#imported#into#NVivo#10.0#software.#This#program#was#used#to#manage#and#group#the#data.#
In# NVivo,# the# system# of# key#words# and# nodes#was# developed# based# on# the# interview# question#
guidelines.#The#emerged#nodes#/#themes,#under#which#the#information#was#coded,#included#“Tra7



























to# reveal# and# analyze# ra7
tionales# and# mechanisms#




























































lishing# converging# lines# of# evidence”# (Yin,# 2012,# p.13),# or# triangulating,#was# critical# for# creating#
theory#and#providing# robust# findings.#As# summarized# in#Table'3.4,# patterns#and# themes#appear#
from# all# sources# of# evidence–interview# transcripts,# media# items,# and# documents.# As# noted# by#
Phelps# (2006,# p.56),# while# interviews# reflect# the# individuals’# perspective,# the# secondary# data#
sources#allow#the#researcher#to#confirm,#clarify,#or#contrast#the#interview#statements.#Therefore#it#
















deliberately#chosen#not#to# focus#on#theoretical# frameworks# in#the#case#study#reports#and#cross7
case#analysis.#This#decision#was#taken#in#order#to#avoid#being#biased#by#the#theoretical#constructs,#
such#as# isomorphism,#and#avoid#“pulling”# the# findings# from#the#data# to# fit# the# theory.#However#
the# structure#of# case# study# reports# and# cross7case# chapter#was#built# to# facilitate# the#discussion#
within#the#main#theoretical#constructs#of#institutionalism#and#resource7dependence#theory.#Even#
though#each#case#study#is#a#unique#story#of#evolution#of#specific#sport,#each#individual#report#fol7
















Evidence#possible# Evidence#possible# Evidence#likely# Evidence#likely# Evidence#likely#
to# reveal# and# analyze# raB
tionales# and#mechanisms#
behind# changes# in# free#
sports#
Evidence#likely# Evidence#likely# Evidence#likely# Evidence#likely# Evidence#likely#
to# investigate# an# evoluB
tion# of# structural# arB
rangements#in#free#sports#









The# trustworthiness#of# findings# from#qualitative,# flexible# research# is#much#debated#mainly#be<
cause#of#the#absence#of#a#“standard”#means#of#ensuring#reliability#and#validity#in#comparison#to#
quantitative#designs#(Robson,#2002,#p.169).#Therefore,#it#was#of#greater#importance#to#take#into#
consideration# the# concepts# of# validity,# reliability,# and# generalizability# with# regards# to# this# re<
search.#As#far#as#the#case#study#design#is#concerned,#two#types#of#validity#should#be#taken#into#
account:# internal# validity# and# external# validity# (generalizability).# Internal# validity# is# concerned#
with#appropriate#operational# tools# for# the#problems#being# researched#and# the# rigour,#which# is#
applied#to#the#research#design,#data#collection,#and#analysis.#(Easterby<Smith#et#al,#2003).#A#sig<
nificant#number#of#theorists#(Denzin,#1978;#Bromley,#1986;#Stoecker,#1991)#suggest#that#internal#







•! Ensuring#the#valid#description#through#the#use#of#audio#recording#for#all# the# interviews#
with#subsequent#transcription;#







It# is#argued#by#Robson#(2002,#p.176)# that# in#contrast# to# traditional#quantitative#research,#most#
threats#to#validity#in#qualitative#design#research#are#“dealt#with#after#the#research#is#in#progress”#











…# case# studies# tend# to# generalize# to# other# situations# (on# the# basis# of# analytical#







alization#and#explanatory# theories#are#viewed#as#valid#outcomes#of# this# study.#Also,#as# this# re<





Reliability# is# defined#as# “the#degree#of# consistency#or#dependability#with#which#an# instrument#
measures#the#attribute#it#is#designed#to#measure”#(Polit#and#Hungler,#1991).#In#other#words,#the#
reliability#of#qualitative#research#can#be#warranted#by#operating# in#a#systematic#way,#so#proce<
dures#should#be#standardized.#Regarding# this# study,# its# reliability#was#difficult# to#conceptualize#
beforehand,#as#an#application#of#mixed#methods#approach#to#the#context#of#free#sports#was#pio<
















































tions.# The# research# design# is# operationalized# through# the# use# of# mixed# qualitative# methods:#
open<ended# interviews# and# correspondences,# analysis# of# documents,#media,# blogs,# and# social#
media.#Data#collection#and#its#analysis#are#not#separated#and#may#overlap.#The#issues#of#validity,#












magical! snow! that! falls! down! –! and! in! the! golden! light! of! the!middle! space! be@




















competitive# snowboarding# includes# freestyle# disciplines# of# snowboarding,# namely# Halfpipe,#








boarders# in#Halfpipe# and# Slopestyle# disciplines,# officials# from# the# key# sport# organizations,# and#
former# elite# athletes,# were# conducted.# All# the# interviews,# except# one,# were# face<to<face.# The#
names#of#the#interviewees,#their#positions,#and#backgrounds#can#be#found#in#the#Table+4.1.#The#
main#bulk#of#interviews#were#conducted#during#the#visit#to#the#Arctic#Challenge,#the#international#
elite# snowboarding# event,#which#was# held# in#Norway# in#March# 2013.# Although# the# interviews#
allowed# a# holistic# picture# of# the# changes# in# the#organization#of# international# snowboarding,# it#
should#be#noted#that#no#interviews#were#carried#out#with#representatives#of#the#FIS#staff#respon<





































































































































































































































Competitive# snowboarding# has# always# been# a# part# of# a# bigger# phenomenon# of# snowboarding#
activity.#As#professional#snowboarding#athlete#Christian#Haller#suggests,#competitive#snowboard<
ing#is#very#different#from#most#other#sports,#as#
…# it# is# not# only# sports,# but# also# is# a# lifestyle# and# big# community# behind# that# …#
there#are#so#many#different#approaches.#People#can#never#ride#a#contest,#but#they#




Therefore,# the#competitive#aspect#of# this#activity#can#be#seen#as#only#one#of# the#opportunities#










primarily# driven# by# governing# organizations.# As# it# was# pointed# out# by# Steen<Johnsen# (2008,#
p.343):##
…#a#strong# link#has#always#existed#with#commercial# interests,# such#as#board#and#
equipment#producers,#magazine#publishers#and#filmmakers.#It#may#be#argued#that#
in#co<operation#with#private#event#organizers,#the#snowboard#industry#has#been#a#
driving# force# in# developing# the# snowboard# culture.# The# nature# of# this# culture# is#
global,#as#magazines#and#products#are#distributed#and#consumed#worldwide,#and#











































to# a# young# audience.# Its# popularity# increased# and#made# some# commercial# actors,# such# as# the#
NBC#Sports#and#the#ESPN,#to#start#organizing#action#sport#events,#such#as#the#X<Games#and#Dew#
Tour,#which# included# snowboarding.# Since# then,# the# X<Games,# run#by# a# TV# company# and# sup<








Athletes#benefit# from#the#X<Games# in# terms#of# individual#commercial#opportunities#due#to# the#




they# still# consider#winning# the# X<Games# as# the#most# credible# competitive# achievement#within#
the#snowboarding#community.#
[The#Olympic#Games]#.# .# .# is#not#necessarily#the#biggest#contest# in#snowboarding.#







in# two# arguments.# Firstly,# the# X<Games# are# organized# by# the# people# from# the# snowboarding#
community#and#in#consultation#with#the#athletes#in#terms#of#contest#setup,#safety,# judging#sys<
tem,#and#athlete#facilities.#So#the#X<Games#are#very#much#respected#as#a#commercial#organiza<
tion#with# great# understanding# of# snowboarding.# There# has# been# a# difference# in# perception# of#
commercial#actors#from#snowboarding#community#and#others#who#are#not:#
A# sharp# line#was#drawn# in# the# interviews#between# commercial# actors# that#were#
not#part#of#the#snowboard#culture#and#who#seek#to#profit#from#it,#such#as#banks#or#
















The# example# of# the# X<Games# demonstrates# that# commercial# actors# have# a# deep# credibility# in#
snowboarding,#and#some#of#them#have#more#cultural#legitimacy#than#governing#bodies.##
#
Nonetheless,# the# international# snowboarding# community# created# a# number# of# institutional#
structures#(Heino,#2000).#To#facilitate#the#rapid#growth#of#snowboarding#as#a#professional#sport,#
the# International# Snowboard# Federation# (ISF)# was# formed# by# snowboarders# in# 1989.# It# was,#
however,# very# different# from# conventional# sport# federations.# The# ISF#was# created# as# a# global#


















than# a# sport# federation# in# order# to# be# culturally# legitimate# in# the# international# snowboarding#
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It# [the# ISF]#was# a# bunch#of# riders#who#organized# events# and#who#organized# the#
things# to#make# it#more# fun# for# themselves# .# .# .# .# They#were#always#willing# to# try#







sense# (Steen<Johnsen,# 2008).# At# the# national# level,# snowboarding# federations#were# created# in#
countries#such#as#the#USA,#Norway,#Canada,#Switzerland,#and#Japan.#However,#these#federations#
were#not#directly#governed#by,#but#were#aligned#with,# the# ISF# in#an# informal#way.#At# the# local#
level,#these#“soft”#governance#arrangements#reflected#quite#a#distinctive#feature#of#the#organiza<
tion# of# snowboarding:# grassroots# participants# were# not# institutionalized# by# governing# bodies#




















the# Olympic# Games# were# not# good# at# addressing# young# people,# this# organization# identified#
snowboarding#as#an#attractive#sport#for#young#audiences:#
I# was# also# Chairman,# President# and# CEO# of# 1994# Lillehammer# Winter# Olympic#













which# is# recognized# by# the# IOC# as# the# one# and# the# only# legitimate# (in# terms# of# the# Olympic#
movement)# organization# responsible# for# the# sport# globally# (IOC,# 2015).# The# introduction# of#













the#Olympic#program# in#1994,#shortly#after# the#Winter#Olympic#Games# in#Lillehammer.#One#of#









































run# Olympic# snowboarding# was# driven# by# established# commercial# relationships# between# the#
IOC,#the#FIS,#and#the#Olympic#sponsors.#This#position#has#been#mainly#advocated#by#Terje#Haa<
konsen,#one#of#the#best#international#competitive#snowboarders#of#the#1990s,#who#has#been#an#





boarding# than#Christiano#Ronaldo# is# in# soccer# today.#He#said#no# to# the#Olympics#
because#the#IOC#gave#his#sport#to#the#International#Ski#Federation#(FIS).#Terje#was#
only#twenty<four.#According#to#his#peers#at#the#time#he#could#easily#have#won#the#
gold#medal,# but# his# consciousness# said#no.# To# this# day,# he# is# the#only# individual#
athlete#having#said#no#to#the#IOC#and#the#Olympics#based#on#sports#political#rea<












[the# IOC# officials]# are# only# there# for# commercial# interests.# So# of# course# an# idea#




decision# to# take# over# the# snowboarding# in# the#middle# 1990s.# This# position# has# not# had#much#
support# from#current#professional# riders.# It# has#had# some# support# from# some# former# interna<
tional#snowboarders,#such#as#Reto#Lamm,#who#also#suggested#in#his#interview#that#from#the#IOC#
position#it#was#a#political#decision#rather#than#a#commercial#one,#so#the#IOC#was#clearly#in#a#posi<



















ing,# which# emphasized# individuality,# play,# and# a# strong# sense# of# expressionism# (Heino,# 2000;#
Steen<Johnsen,#2008).#The#early#snowboarders#“embodied#freedom,#hedonism#and#irresponsibil<




some# competitions# but# in# a# form# of# social# gatherings# rather# than# organized# contests# (Rails,#
2011).#As#the#interviews#indicate,#the#majority#of#professional#snowboarders#still#feel#their#sport#
is# closer# to#skateboarding#and#surfing# than#skiing,#even# though# the#sport#of# snowboarding#has#
been#effectively#managed#by#skiing#governing#bodies#for#almost#two#decades.#To#emphasize#this,#
many#athletes#expressed#their#honour#at#representing#Burton,#the#manufacturer#of#snowboard<
ing# equipment# and# apparel,# that# is# solely# created# and# owned# by# snowboarders,# rather# than#
mainstream#sport#brands.#For#example,#Cristian#Haller,#professional#snowboarder#from#Switzer<
land,#says#in#his#interview#that#he#is#
.# .# .# really# proud# to# ride# for# Burton# cause# it# is# snowboarder<owned,# privately<














ture# in# competitive# snowboarding,# most# interviewees# still# consider# the# traditional# values# of#
snowboarding#such#as#creativity,#play,#fun,#and#friendship#as#more#important#than#hierarchy,#na<
tionalism,#and#winning.#Even#today,#when#snowboarding#is#a#well<established#Olympic#sport,#it#is#
culturally# not# all# about# competitions# and# winning,# as# noted# in# the# interview# of# professional#
snowboarder#Luke#Mitrani:#
We#do#the#contests,#but#we#also#ride#together#and#have#fun,#because#that’s#why#





snowboarding:# for# example,# free# riding# activities# and# video# making# have# always# been# as# im<
portant#as#competition.#This#has#been#highlighted#by#both#previous#research#(Breivik,#2010)#and#








on# competitive# snowboarding# but# accepts# that# this# is# only# one# dimension# of# contemporary#
snowboarding# activity# among# the# others.# The#most# popular# of# snowboarding# non<competitive#








fact# that#Olympic# snowboarding#makes# the# general# public#more# aware# of# snowboarding# does#
not#cancel#the#existence#and#the#importance#of#other#snowboarding#activities:#
.# .# .# there#will# always#be#another# side# to# it# [snowboarding].#And# that# is# the# side#
that#would# be# cool# for# us# to# show# the# people.# There# are# two# sides# of# it#—# the#
competitive#one#and#then# just#snowboarding#—#exploring#mountains#and#having#
















the# predominant# discipline.# All# athletes# will# train# solely# with# the# team# and# all#
equipment#used# in# the#Olympics#must#pay#a#FIS#Pool# fee#to#belong# (big#money).#





The# ideas# listed# above# are# simply# unthinkable# for# freestyle# snowboarders# because# athletes# in#




ues# such# as# creativity# and# individuality#would# lose# ground# to# nationalism# and# professionalism#













—# the#world’s#bests#on# the#world# stage.#And#as#an#American,# if# you#do#win# the#







not# happen# immediately# in# 1998,# but# as# suggested# by# snowboarding# athlete# Christian# Haller,#
after#three#Winter#Olympic#Games,#snowboarders#accepted#the#Olympic#Games#as#the#most#im<
portant#contest,#which#the#athletes#and#the#sport#benefit#from:#
I# think# it# is# very# logical# that# competitive# snowboarding#will# go#mainstream,#or# is#








view,# Terje# Haakonsen# (2013,# interview)# admits# that# the# biggest# difference# in# contemporary#
snowboarding#from#snowboarding#of#the#1990s#is#the#age#of#the#athletes:#“there#are#14#year#old#
guys#now#at#the#top#level”.#Thus,#the#current#generation#of#athletes#has#witnessed#snowboarding#



















The# documentary# analysis,# reviews# of#media,# and# the# interviews# suggest# that# the# inclusion# of#
competitive#snowboarding#into#the#Olympic#program#brought#a#significant#change#in#the#organi<
zation# of# the# sport.# This# section# aims# to# analyze# the# current# structure# of# international# snow<
boarding#and#address#the#issues#of#whether#those#network#relationships#have#survived#through#
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rupt# and# stopped# its# operations# in# 2002.# Terje# Haakonsen# notes# that# the# FIS#was# able# to# sell#










Throughout# the# last# 15# years,# the# FIS# has# rejected# any# cooperation# with# other# international#
snowboarding# organizations# or# governing# bodies.# It# has# organized# Olympic# snowboarding# ac<
cording# to# its# experience# in# organization# of# skiing# and# the# frameworks# that# fit# the# Olympic#




in# the# sport.# FIS# runs# a# dictatorship.# They# demand# absolute# control# then# try# to#























not# just# a# sport,# which# has# general# values# of# sport.# Snowboarding# has# much#more#









snowboarders# to# skiers# and# the# fact# that# the# FIS# had# not# dealt# with# snowboarding# before# its#
Olympic# inclusion,# there#has#been#a# strong# resistance# and#heavy# criticism#of# the# FIS# approach#


















qualify# for# the#Olympics,# the# riders# had# to# participate# in# the# FIS# events# at# the# expense# of#
missing#other#bigger#contests.#
If#we#want#to#go#to#the#Olympics,#we#have#to#do#the#FIS.#But#if#you#want#to#do#the#



















I# think#our#voice#should#be#put# first#because#we#are# the# riders#and#not# the#guys#
who#make#the#contests# .# .# .#And# it# is# important#that#we#can#tell# them#something#









are# based# on# individualism,# creativity,# and# flexibility.# Together# with# traditional# opposition# of#
snowboarders#to#the#skiing#community#and#the#reluctance#of#the#FIS#to#co<operate#with#existing#
snowboarding#organizations,#this#contributed#to#the#strong#resistance#from#professional#compet<
itive#snowboarders#and#people# involved# in# sport#with# regards# to# the#FIS#organization#of# snow<
boarding.#There#have#been#various#examples#of# this# resistance#over# the#years.#There# is#a#non<
profit#organization#that# is#called#“F**k#FIS:#Snowboarders#against#FIS#control,”#which#has#more#
than#6000#Facebook#followers#and#is#known#for#spreading#anti<FIS#stickers#at#many#snowboard<
ing# events.# Various# professional# snowboarding# athletes# criticized# the# FIS# in# media# and# social#
















je# Haakonsen# created# “The# Arctic# Challenge”# event,#which#was# concerned#with# creativity# and#
self<expression#rather#than#winning.#In#opposition#to#the#FIS#Snowboarding#World#Cup,#in#2002#a#
number# of# riders,# event# organizers,# and# sponsors# established# the# TTR# (Ticket# to# Ride)#World#






need# [half]pipe#a# little#bit#better.#And# they#change# it.#That# is#pretty#cool.#So# the#
TTR#is#better#than#the#FIS#for#sure.#




.# .# .# it’s#actually# the# riders# that#are#asking# for# this# [the#change#of# format#of#World#





everyone#could#see#that# it#was#a#necessity#that#everyone#wanted.#So# .# .# .#we#were#


















izers,# riders,# judges,#board#of#directors.# Everyone#has# so#much# integrity# to#work#











In# fact,# some# scholars,# such# as# Steen<Johnsen# (2008)# and#Rails# (2011),# and# interviewees# (Reto#
Lamm#and#Cecilia#Flatum)#used#the#term#“network”#to#describe#the#whole#modern#organization#
of#the# international#competitive#snowboarding.#According#to#Steen<Johnsen#(2008),#the#organi<
zation#of# international#snowboarding# is#characterized#by# informal# relations#and#the#absence#of#
formal#leadership.#Rails#(2011)#used#a#stakeholder#analysis#and#the#network#theory#to#explain#the#
organization# of# snowboarding.# It# was# found# that# international# snowboarding# was# “a# complex#
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mal# informational# lines# between# the# actors.# A# consequence# is# that# the# flow# of#
communication#in#the#network#is#arbitrary.#In#today’s#situation#there#is#no#global#
governing#body# in# international#snowboarding.#Neither# is# it#possible#to#point#out#
one#actor#with#a#superior#power#to#control#the#flow#of#information#and#resources,#






fluenced# over# various# segments# of# international# competitive# snowboarding.# It# also# confirmed#
the#findings#of#Steen<Johnsen#(2008)#that#there#was#no#single#global#governing#body#for#snow<





which# manifested# in# the# international# structure# of# this# sport.# Snowboarding# has# remained# a#





























which# take# care# about# snowboarding# for# the# Olympics# and# national# snowboard#
associations#which#are#without#any#governmental#funding.#For#sure,#they#are#weak#





Described#framework# looks#unfair# to#the# local#snowboarding#event#organizers,#who#also#raised#
their#voice#against#the#FIS#and#its#financial#opacity,#in#particular:#





TV# exposure# figures# as# a# key# for# splitting# the# money# between# the# Olympic# FIS#
sports,# then#snowboarding,#with# its#28%#of#all#FIS#TV#exposure,#should#receive#a#
fair# share#of#100#million#dollars# for#each#Winter#Olympics.#A# substantial#amount#
probably#disappears#into#the#black#hole#of#FIS#administration#and#other#FIS#sports,#





Therefore,# in#most# countries# an#organizational# paradox# exists:# national# ski# federations# receive#
government#and#FIS# funding#and# take# care#of# snowboarding# in# terms#of#Olympic#qualification,#









wegian# Snowboard# Federation# (the#NSBF)# that#was# an# independent# organization# federated# to#
the#ISF#in#the#1990s.#In#1999#the#NSBF#won#a#hard#battle#in#order#to#attain#the#status#of#an#au<
tonomous# federation# responsible# for# snowboarding#within# the#Norwegian#Olympic#Committee#
(NOC)# as# the# Norwegian# Skiing# Federation# also# sought# to# incorporate# the# sport,# arguing# that#
Olympic#snowboarding#was#organized#through#the#FIS.#Describing#the#change,#which#happened#
in#the#NSBF#since#it#entered#the#NOC#in#1999,#Steen<Johnsen#(2008,#p.#355)#highlights#two#tracks:#
On# one# hand,# there# is# a# harmonization# with# formal# requirements# of# external#
stakeholders# expressed,# for# example,# in# an# increased# accountability# towards#
sponsors,# and# in# the# enhanced# contact# with# the# OT# [the# elite# sport# unit# of# the#





ity# but# stayed# with# a# snowboarding# organization.# Consequently,# organization# of# competitive#
snowboarding# in#Norway#can#be#characterized#by#a#“strong#degree#of# interactivity# in#organiza<
tional# processes,# the# informality# and# the# preference# for#making# decisions#without# the# explicit#
use#of#authority”#(Steen<Johnsen,#2008,#p.347).#So#in#the#case#of#Norwegian#snowboarding,#the#
network#structure#of#national#snowboarding#organization#continued#to#influence#the#sport,#even#
though#some# formal#criteria#had# to#be# fulfilled#by# the#NSBF.# In#a#small#number#of#other#coun<




















alism,#as# top#snowboarders# like# to# ride# together#with# the#best#colleagues# irrelevant#of# the#na<
tionalities#of#each#other:#





Another#mandatory# requirement# of# national# federations# is# that# their#members#must# be# regis<
tered#with# local# sports# clubs# that#have# to# follow#a# set#of# formal# rules# in#order# to#be#acknowl<
edged#(Steen<Johnsen,#2008).#Elite#athletes#are#also#obliged#to#have#the#FIS#registration#in#order#
to#participate# in# the# FIS# events,#Olympic#qualification,# and# the#Olympic#Games.# Some#athletes#





























sponsors,# athletes,# and# fans# of# the# sport.# Alternatively,# there# are#more# opportunities# and#
flexibility# within# snowboarding# because# the# structure# is# not# hierarchical# as# in#most#main<
stream#sports.+
5.! Organizational#frameworks#have#been#created#at#the#international#level#(the#FIS)#and#across#
the# nations,# either# via# established# snowboarding# departments# in# ski# federations# or# by# ad<
justments# to# existing# snowboarding# federations# in# order# to# comply#with# expectations# and#




















3.! The# research# also# suggests# various# other# reasons# as# being# behind# the# decision# to# put#
specifically#the#FIS# in#charge#of#Olympic#snowboarding,#such#as#cost,#structure,#culture,#
and#commercial#opportunities.##
4.! It# is#clear#that#the#Olympic# inclusion#catalysed#change# in#organization#of#snowboarding#
and#created#a#cultural#conflict,#which#has#been#running#over#the#years.#However,#despite#





















what# organizational# and# cultural# issues# this# sport# had# to# deal# with.# In# terms# of# organization,#
skateboarding# is# a# challenging# terrain# to# research# as# the# sport# of# skateboarding# has# no# clear#
boundaries.#It#originated#from#an#activity#of#skating#city#streets#and#objects#with#4<wheel#boards.#











competitive# skateboarding:# current# and# former# professional# international# skateboarders# and#




also# draws# on# some#documents# and#materials,# such# as# journal# articles,# discussions# in#web# fo<
rums,#and#social#networks,#which#are#listed#in#Table!5.2.#They#allow#a#consideration#of#additional#
perspectives# of# skateboarding# experts,# non<professional# participants# in# skateboarding# activity,#
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This# section# starts# with# the# discussion# of# the# history# of# competitive# skateboarding,# which# in<
cludes# an# overview# of# relationships# between# skateboarding# and# the# Olympic#movement.# The#
culture#of#skateboarding#is#examined#in#the#next#part,#which#attempts#to#explain#how#the#values#
















































































…# #became#a#sport#with# the#arrival#of# the# likes#of#Tony#Hawk# [the#most#successful#

















impressed#by# the# level# of# organization#of# skateboarding# competitions# and#wanted# to# create# a#
more#professional# setting# for#his# son#and#other#young#people#who#skateboarded”# (Beal,#2013,#
p.22),# he# created# the#National# Skateboard# Association# (NSA),# the# first# governing# body# for# the#
sport#in#the#USA,#in#1981.#In#1986,#the#NSA#received#non<profit#corporation#status#from#the#State#
of#California.#It#was#quite#different#from#what#conventional#sport#governing#bodies#were#as#the#
NSA#board#of# directors# included# the# chief# executive#officers#of# the#major# commercial# entities,#
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city# of#Munster,#Germany# hosted# the# first# European# Cup,#which# obtained# the# status# of# skate<
boarding’s#World#Cup#in#1989.#However,#in#the#beginning#of#1990s#skateboarding#popularity#be<
gan# to#decline,#because#of# the#US#economy# recession# (Beal,# 2013),# so# the# sport# faced#difficult#
times#both#commercially#and#organizationally.#The#NSA#President#at#that#time,#Don#Bostick,#was#
one#of#the#organizers#of#the#World#Cup#competitions#in#Munster#from#1989#to#1993,#and#that#is#
when# it# became# clear# to# him# that# skateboarding# needed# “an# Organization# that# encompassed#
more#than#just#North#America#and#one#that#worked#for#the#skater’s#best#interests”#(WCS,#2014).#
As#Don#Bostick#recalls#in#a#recent#interview,#









of# the# inaugural#Games# in#1995,#with#Vert#discipline#as# the#key#event#and#has# remained# there#
since.#There#have#been#several#different#disciplines#of#competitive#skateboarding#in#the#Games:#
Vert,#Big#Air,#Street,#Park,#and#Bowl.#The#sport#of#skateboarding#and#the#X<Games#have#formed#a#
mutually#beneficial#alliance#over# the# last#20#years#and,# thanks# to#skateboarding#and# few#other#
key# action# sports,# such# as# BMX# and#motocross# freestyle,# the# X<Games# have# become# a# hugely#
successful# and# influential#worldwide# sport# event.# Because# of# the# growing# popularity# of# the# X<
Games,#skateboarding#has#grown#tremendously#since#its#low#in#the#early#nineties.#As#highlighted#
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by# Beal# (2013,# p.37),# since# the# advent# of# the# X<Games# skateboarding# has# been# promoted# not#
only#by#its#traditional#media,#such#as#skateboarding#magazines#and#movies,#but#by#mass#media,#
which# have# played# a# significant# role# in# establishing# widespread# appeal# of# skateboarding# and#
have#been#a# fundamental#driver# in# the# further# commercialization#and# institutionalization#of# it.#















trating# the# last# four# years# of# the# NSA# (WCS,# 1999).# Since# 1995,#WCS# have# been# running# the#
World# Cup# Skateboarding# Tour,# maintaining# an# international# ranking# system# for# professional#
skateboarders# and# claiming# to# be# “skateboarding’s# official# global# body”# for# over# the# last# two#
decades#(WCS,#2014).#WCS#President#Don#Bostick#summarizes#the#role#of#WCS#as#organizing#and#
establishing#“quality#skateboarding#competitions#around#the#world#and#offer[ing]#a#ranking#sys<
tem# that# honours# and# gives# value# to# skaters’# accomplishments# in# competitive# skateboarding”#
(Young,#2013,#p.40).##
+
In# addition# to#WCS,# the# International# Skateboarding# Federation# (ISF)# was# established# in# 2002#
after#“stakeholders#in#the#sport#agreed#a#need#to#establish#a#governing#body#to#provide#direction#
and#governance”#(Cutler,#2011,#p.30)#for#skateboarding.#A#number#of#skateboarders#and#repre<



























Statues,# this# organization# has# the# International# Technical# Committee# of# Skateboarding# in# its#




















Even# though# skateboarding# has# never# been# on# any# official# IOC# short# lists# for# inclusion# in# the#




(2011),#O’Neil# (2012),#Roche#(2012)#and#Brixey# (2012).#Over#the# last# two#decades,# the#Olympic#
movement#saw#several#free#sports#entering#the#program#of#the#Olympic#Games,#such#as#snow<












even#being# considered,# is#because#of# the#huge# impact#and# success#of# the# snow<
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boarding#Halfpipe#event#at#the#past#[2002]#Winter#Olympics#in#Park#City,#Utah.#The#













As# skateboarding# has# always# been# quite# fragmented# in# organizational# terms,# there# has# never#
been# a# leading# international# federation# responsible# for# the#whole# competitive# skateboarding,#







As# far#as# the# ISF# is# concerned,#one#of# the# founders#and# the# current#president#of# the# ISF,#Gary#
Ream# (2013),# suggests# in# his# interview# that# the# mission# of# the# ISF# has# been# “to# protect# the#
skateboarding,#to#make#sure#that#if#it#enters#the#international#sport#scene,#which#is#the#Olympics,#
it#will#be#represented# in#a#proper#way.”#This# is# in# line#with#what#professional#athletes#are#con<
cerned#about.# For#example,# Elliott# Sloan# (2013),#professional# skateboarder# from# the#USA,# sug<
gests#in#his#interview#that##










of# the# ISF# was# the# skateboard# industry# being# proactive# and# preparing# for# that#
Olympic# opportunity.# There# are# other# established# committees# and# sanctioning#
groups# that# can# claim# jurisdiction# over# skateboarding# and# have# no# agenda# for#
Olympic# inclusion.# I# think# it# is# a# good# thing# that# the# skateboarding# industry#was#
organised#enough#to#protect#itself#in#that#respect.#
Tony#Hawk#interviewed#by#Cutler#(2011,#p.30)!
Therefore,# a# need# to# preserve# skateboarding# culture# and# protect# competitive# skateboarding#
from# governmental# control# of# non<skateboarding# organizations#was# acknowledged# among# the#
key# people# in# sport.# According# to# Brixey# (2012),# as# long# as# inclusion# of# skateboarding# in# the#
Olympic#Games#is#inevitable,#it#should#be#done#under#control#of#people#from#skateboarding:#
.# .# .# as# long#as# there’s#money# to#be#made# there#are# going# to#be#people#out# there#
looking#to#take#skateboarding,#package#it#and#sell#the#sh*t#out#of#it.#And#there’s#no#
doubt# that# the# Olympics# will# get# hold# of# skateboarding# at# some# point,# whether#
that’s#2016,#2024#or# later# .# .# .#But# I# feel#a# little#better#about# it,#knowing#we’ve#got#
people,#like#Dave#Carnie#or#Tony#Hawk#[both#the#ISF#founders]#looking#after#it#who#
are#trying#to#ensure#that#the#damage#done#is#minimal.##
Therefore,# the#establishment#of# the# ISF# in# 2002#was# clearly# connected#with# a#need# to#protect#




his# interview# that# in#2003# the# IOC#asked# the# ISF#directly# to# “organize# skateboarding,”#because#
the# IOC#was#not#happy#about# the#way# the# introduction#of# snowboarding# to# the#Olympics#was#
handled.#This#fact#is#also#confirmed#by#Don#Bostick:#
Last#year#the#IOC#contacted#Gary#Ream#the#owner#of#Woodward#Camp,#about#Ac<















line#Skating.#Gary# [Ream]#then#called#a#meeting#that# included#many#different# fa<
cades#of#each#sport.#With#Skateboarding,#all#of#us#that#were#in#the#meeting#want<
ed#no#part#of#being#involved#in#an#Action#Sports#Federation.#We're#skateboarding#
and#we# have# our# own# identity,# no# one#was# going# for# it.# In# fact# no# one#wanted#
skateboarding#in#the#Olympics.#Gary#informed#us#that#the#IOC#and#NBC#want#it#in#
(eventually)#and# that# if# it# is#going# to#go# that#direction,#we#as#an# industry# should#







resenting# the# skateboarding# companies# and#athletes’# interests,# did#not#want# skateboarding# to#
become#an#Olympic#sport.#Secondly,# the#main#reason#the# ISF#was#created#was#due#to#a#strong#
concern#that#the#IOC#and#NBC#would#inevitably#include#skateboarding#in#the#Olympic#Games,#so#
the# competitive# skateboarding# community#needed#a# governing#body# to#protect# and# represent#
the#interests#and#values#of#skateboarding#and#to#align#them#with#the#IOC#vision#and#criteria.#Gary#
Ream#(2013,#interview)#suggested#that#the#ISF#was#




we# interfere#with.#We#want# to#make# sure# skateboarding# stays# real# and# free.# The#
Olympic#Games#only# take# place# one# time# every# four# years.#We#need# to# unite# the#
skateboard#community#for#that#particular#event#and#then#walk#away#from#it.##





bringing# national# skateboarding# federations# under# the# ISF# umbrella:# there# are# currently# 77#
member#countries#from#five#continents#(ISF,#2014).#This#satisfies#the#IOC#criterium#for#the#sport#
to# get# recognized# (IOC,# 2015).#However,# despite# all# these# efforts# and#numerous# informal# con<
tacts#between#the#ISF#and#the#IOC#reported#by#Ream#(2013,#interview)#and#media#(Mickle,#2014)#
over# the# last#decade,# so# far# the# IOC#has#not# recognized# the# ISF#as# the# international# governing#
body#of#skateboarding.#
+
In# fact,# among# international# governing# bodies# claiming# to# be# in# charge# of# international# skate<
boarding#the#FIRS#is#the#only#one#that#is#recognized#by#the#IOC.#There#is#conflicting#information#
on#the#year#of#the#recognition:#the#FIRS#(2014a)#claims#that#it#was#recognized#by#the#IOC#in#the#
middle#of# the#1960s,#whereas# the# IOC# (2013b)# states# that# it# happened# in#1998.#However,# it# is#
clear# that# the# FIRS# is# recognized#by# the# IOC# as# the# international# federation# responsible# for# all#
roller# sports.# Even# though# the# FIRS# has# never# organized# or# sanctioned# any# significant# interna<
tional#skateboarding#competitions#of#international#athletes,#it#has#been#in#the#unique#position#as#
the#only# IOC<recognized# international# sport# organization# that# claims# skateboarding# as# one# the#
disciplines#under# its# jurisdiction# (FIRS,#2013b).#Koraeus# (2005)# suggests# that# in# the#early#2000s#
there#were#even# some#discussions#between# the# FIRS# and# the# IOC#on#a#potential# approach# for#
skateboarding:#
Because#skateboarders#have#not#had#any#large#high<level#organisation#one#way#to#
move#forward#for#some#has#been#to# jump# in#to#other#existing#organisations,# like#
Roller# Associations.# And# yes,# maybe# it# could# work# if# having# sections# for# Roll<
erskates,# Inlines,# Skateboard,# snakeboards,# luge# and# the# likes# .# .# .# It# has# been#
Olympic#talks#among#both#roller#people#and#skateboarders.#Now#it#seems#like#the#
International# Olympic# Committee# has# given# an# application# to# the# International#
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Roller#Association#and#that#they#have#been#trying#to#contact#the#skateboard#world#
(which# is# not# easy# because# who# is# speaking# for# all# the# worlds# skateboarders?).#
Maybe#it’s#time#that#someone#did?#But#this#is#of#course#a#painful#project.#
Koraeus#(2005,#no#page#number)!
Therefore,# it# can#be#assumed# that#at# least#at# some#point# the# IOC#considered#skateboarding#as#













ing# on# track# into# the#Olympics.#However,# one#paragraph#of# the# FIRS# evaluation# section# in# the#
“2020# Olympic# Games# Shortlisted# International# Federations# Report”# is# important# for# under<
standing#of#skateboarding’s#Olympic#status:#
The# FIRS# states# that# skateboarding,# downhill# (with# inline# skates# and# /or# skate<
board)#and#inline#Alpine#(downhill#slalom#with#inline#skates)#could#be#proposed#in#
future#Olympic#Games.# The# previously#mentioned# competitions# are# all# linked# to#
objective#evaluation#criteria#tied#to#chronometric#control.#Among#the#roller#sports,#








In# the# past,# there#was# another# international# federation# that# indicated# the#willingness# to# take#
skateboarding# into# the# Olympic# program# under# their# patronage.# This# organization# stands# out#




sports,# from# traditional# road# and# track# cycling# to# some#modern# disciplines# such# as# BMX# and#
mountain#bike.#Cycling#has#been#present#at#all#modern#Olympic#Games#since#1896,#and#the#UCI#












BMX# competitions,# and# the# practical# advantage# of# the# UCI# as# the# current# Olympic# governing#
body#of#the#BMX#is#that#it#can#“bridge”#these#two#sports.#This#is#a#very#reasonable#argument,#alt<
hough#not#all#the#disciplines#of#the#BMX#and#skateboarding#can#share#the#facilities#as#technical#
criteria# for# some#disciplines#can#vary.#Also,# the#most#popular# (and# likely# to#be#selected# for# the#























































sion# regarding# the# possible# inclusion# of# skateboarding# into# the#Olympic#Games.# Although# it# is#









Nevertheless,# a# perceived# interest# of# the# IOC# in# skateboarding# led# to# a# significant# structural#
change,#such#as#formalization#of#the#sport#in#a#dedicated#international#governing#body,#the#ISF,#


















ticipating# in# the#peripheral# activities# of#watching,# fraternizing,# and# skating# apart#
from#the#contest.#These#skaters#used#the#contests#to#meet#new#people,#learn#new#
tricks,#and#skate#on#new#and#challenging#courses#.#.#.#As#Doug#[a#25<year#old#skater#









strates# that# these# skaters# were# not# fully# dedicated# to# the# values# of# the# main<
stream#sport.#
Beal#(1995,#p.259<260)#






Anti#money.# Anti# corporation.# Anti# organization.# Anti# representation.# Anti# judg<
ment.# Anti# hero.# Anti# team# mentality.# Anti# segregation.# Skateboarding,# when#
viewed# through#a# skater's# eyes,# is# anti# everything# that# sucks# in# the#doldrums#of#





It# can# be# suggested# that# these# anti<establishment# values,# which# were# fundamental# to# skate<
boarding,#affected#the#development#of#competitive#skateboarding#as#a#sport,#because#there#has#
always# been# a# lack# of# dedication# to# competitive# skateboarding# among#most# athletes# and# re<
sistance#to#organizational#processes.#However,# it#must#be#noted#that#as#described#earlier#since#





mained#distinctively#different# from#mainstream#competitive# sports# that#emphasize# importance#
of#training#hard#and#winning.#Over#the#decades,#many#participants#have#viewed#skateboarding#as#






The#feeling#that# I#am#still#having# is# that#skateboarding# is# for# fun.#And# it# is#all# the#
same#because#I#love#to#do#this.#I#am#a#professional#skateboarder#not#because#it#is#
all#about#the#money.#I#am#a#professional#skater,#because#I#love#to#skate.#I#love#to#













anybody# up# there,# then# it# really# doesn’t# matter.# I# am# skating# with# my# friends,#
travelling# the#world,# skating#one#of# the#sickest2#parks# that#are#built# just# for#you.#
How#could#you#not#enjoy#yourself?#So#I#don’t#think#it#is#all#about#winning.#It#is#just#





from# the# United# States,# points# out# that# inventing# new# tricks# and# gaining# respect# from# fellow#
skateboarders#is#more#important#than#competing#and#winning,#which#he#recognizes#as#the#main#
source#of#income#though:#
Competing# is# really# only# one# part# of# skateboarding.# Obviously# that# is# what# the#
most#of#us#make#a#good#part#of#our#living#from.#But#for#me#I#would#say#the#most#
rewarding#part# is# learning# the#new# tricks,# just#doing# the# stuff# that#has#not#been#
done.#I#have#done#some#tricks#that#have#never#been#before,#and#it#was#really#rec<
ognized# within# the# skate# community.# You# are# curious,# and# other# skaters# really#










and# hardly# fits# the# ideas# of# the# Olympic# movement.# For# example,# an# amateur# skateboarder,#
Guus#Van#der#Spek#(X<Games,#2014),#just#doesn’t##
.# .# .# get# skateboarding# in# the#Olympics.# It#doesn't#belong# there.# It's#not#a# sport#or#
discipline,#it's#bigger#than#that.#
#






.# .# .# [the]#Olympics#gives#one#man# (or#woman)#a# chance# to# reign#victorious#over#
their#peers,#and#bask#in#the#"joy#of#victory",#while#every#other#.#.#.#loser#gets#to#suf<
fer#through#the#"agony#of#defeat."#This#is#totally#contrary#to#what#skateboarding#is#
all# about.# In# skateboarding,# you# determine# your# own# destiny.# You're# not#meas<
ured#against#other#people.#You're#measured#against#what#you're#made#of.#





















suggesting# that# alternative# cultural# values,#which# skateboarders#have#always# stuck# to,# are# “in<
compatible# with# the# disciplinary,# hierarchical,# nationalistic# Olympic# regime"# (Thorpe# and#
Wheaton,#2011,#p.831).#For#example,#more#than#3500#people#signed#this#petition:#
With# due# respect# for# Olympic# Athletes,# we# the# undersigned# skateboarders# and#
advocates#strongly#request#that#the#IOC#NOT#RECOGNIZE#SKATEBOARDING#AS#AN#


















letes”# that# are# cut# from# this# cloth# of# outward# rebellion# that#most# skaters# are# cut#








Nonetheless,# this# research# indicates# that# some# skateboarders# are# supportive# of# the# idea# of#
Olympic# skateboarding# in# general.# One# of# the# most# known# skateboarders# in# the# world,# Rob#
Dyrdek,#who#recently# retired#as#competitive#skateboarder#and#now# is# the#Street#League#Series#










opinion# of# Sandro# Dias,# an# international# skateboader# from# Brazil,# highlights# their# belief# that#
skateboarding#should#only#enter#the#Olympics#on#“skateboarding#terms”:!
I# agree# to# see# skateboarding# in# Olympics,# because# skateboarding# is# something,#
which#is#worldwide#.#.#.#As#far#as#the#Olympics#respect#our#rules,#it#would#be#good#
for#us.#As#far#as#they#respect#our#love#to#skateboarding,#it#would#be#good#for#the#
Olympics.# If# they# try# to# change# something# like#our# rules,# format#of# competition,#
our#lifestyle#that#would#be#not#good–I#don’t#agree#then.#I#am#out#then,#cause#we#













…# because# judging# in# skateboarding# is# so# difficult# .# .# .# when# it# comes# down# to#
skateboarding,#the#style#counts.#You#have#to#make#it#look#good#and#smooth.#And#it#
comes# down# to# a# personal# taste# for# the# judge.# So# to# put# skateboarding# in# the#
Olympics,#they#[the#IOC]#have#to#really#figure#out#the#judging#system#that#will#be#















way,#even# though#many#Olympic# sports,# such#diving,# synchronized# swimming,#gymnastics,# and#
figure#skating,# include#a#subjective#“artistic# impression”#as#one#of# the# judging#criteria.#To#sum<
marize,#even#though#the#values#of#skateboarding#are#very#different#from#the#Olympic#culture#and#
the# idea#of#Olympic#skateboarding# is#not#well# received# in# the#skateboarding#community,# some#







In# skateboarding#community,# there#has#always#been#a# fear#of#autonomy# loss#and#a#belief# that#













tion#of#what#they#do.# I#think#as# long#as# it# [skateboarding]#stays# independent#and#



































tury#and#as#a# result#of# the#efforts#of# several# influential#people#and#organizations#within# skate<
boarding#wanting#to#control#the#future#organization#of#the#sport.#As#it#can#be#seen#from#the#fig<
ure# above,# the# ISF# has# established# relationships# with# the# biggest# competition# organizers# in#
skateboarding.#The#SLS#and#the#ISF#work#together#to#“evolve#the#SLS#Super#Crown#World#Cham<
pionship#global#qualification#system#as#it#becomes#the#official#street#skateboarding#World#Cham<





organizing# competitions#and#managing# sport# aspects#of# skateboarding.# The# ISF#was# created# to#









tions# in# skateboarding# commercial# enterprises#as#well# as# in# International#Association#of# Skate<
boarding#Companies#(IASC)4.#In#fact,#the#idea#of#a#skateboarders’#governing#body#(which#materi<
alized# in# the# ISF)#was#born#during#one#of# the# IASC#open#meetings#when#Gary#Ream#explained#
“that# if# the#world# of# skateboarding# doesn't# pull# together# and# enter# the#Olympics# on# purpose,#
someone#else#will#eventually#succeed#in#entering#it”#(Cave,#2014,#no#page#number).#As#of#today,#




















en#out# to# somebody#else# that# just#doesn't# get# it,#which#would#be#disastrous# for#
skateboarding#and#for#the#IOC.#
Gary#Ream#interviewed#by#Bane#(2011)!!
However,# the# latest#developments#demonstrate# that# still# informal#but# regular# connections#be<





was#meant# to# target# the#members#of# international# skateboarding# community.#Quite#distinctly,#
the#ISF#has#adopted#the#Code#of#the#World#Anti<Doping#Agency#(WADA)#and#currently# includes#
77#member#countries#(ISF,#2014).#These#organizational#features#correspond#with#the#IOC#criteria#
for# Olympic# sport,# thus# indicating# the# ISF# willingness# to# come# up# with# the# Olympic# bid.#










in# skateboarding.# However,# the# FIRS# future# plans# regarding# skateboarding# have# been# recently#





































There# is# another# organizational# issue,#which#was# discussed# earlier# from# a# cultural# perspective#
and#is#to#be#addressed#in#order#for#competitive#skateboarding#to#be#considered#as#a#candidate#
sport#for#the#Olympic#Games:#the#format#of#competitions#and#judging#criteria.#Arguably#this#con<

















is# how# the# SLS# founder# describes# the# idea# behind# these# series# and# its# appeal# to# the# Olympic#
movement:#
The# idea# is#who#can#do# the#hardest# tricks#when# it#matters.#And#by# scoring#each#









As#noted#earlier,#elite# skateboarding#athletes#have#been#positive#about# the# idea#of# joining# the#
Olympic#movement,#but#some#are#concerned#the#values#and#rules#of#competitive#skateboarding#
will#be#significantly#changed#when#the#sport#is#introduced#to#the#Olympic#Games.#With#the#intro<
duction# of# the# SLS# competition# format,# some# skateboarding# athletes# realize# that# this# is# how#
skateboarding#would#look#like,#should#it#enter#the#Olympic#Games:#
The#Street#League#is#the#reason#why#the#Olympics#would#even#consider#taking#it,#
because# this# is# about# as# close# to# the#Olympic# skateboarding# as# you#might# have#










do.# It#does,#however,# favour#the#technical#side#of#skateboarding#rather#than# its#“style”#compo<
nent#as#the# instant#scoring# is#focused#on#the#difficulty#of#tricks#and#not#on#style.#However,#this#












vidualism,#and#anti<establishment#have#always#been# strong# in# competitive# skateboard<
ing.#
2.! International#competitive#skateboarding#has#always#functioned#as#a#network,#consisting#













ateur# skateboarding# community#and#warning# that# traditional# skateboarding#values#will#
not#survive#in#competitive#sport#as#they#are#in#a#strong#contrast#to#the#Olympic#regula<
tions#and#frameworks.##











initiated# significant# structural# changes# in# it,# are# the# X<Games# and# the# Olympic# move<
ment.#Although#it#is#mostly#claimed#by#professional#athletes#that#winning#competitions#is#
not#the#most#important#thing#in#sport,#the#competitive#aspect#of#skateboarding#has#been#
growing# throughout# the# X<Games# era# and# has# been# reflected# in# growth# of# number# of#
competitions,# governing# bodies,# and# commercial# opportunities# in# competitive# skate<
boarding.###
2.! The# interest# of# governing# bodies# to# skateboarding# has# been# directly# connected# to# the#









tablishment# of# the# ISF,# the# dedicated# international# governing# body# aiming# to# protect#
skateboarding#values#while#it#is#integrated#in#mainstream#sport#frameworks.#At#the#mo<
























but# is# a# broader# term# that# includes# various# activities# aiming# at# conquering# mountains.# Sport#
climbing,#which#can#also#be#referred#as#competitive#climbing,#is#a#sport,#which#involves#climbers#






















































































































































































































tinued# its# codification,#meaning# that# every# natural# climbing# route# should# be# given# a# difficulty#
grade#by#climbers#themselves.#These#grades#have#functioned# in#traditional#climbing#since#then.#






































Whereas# the# codification# of# climbing# routes# provides# climbers#with# opportunities# to# challenge#
each#other#by#conquering# the# routes#of#greater#difficulties,# this# is#an# indirect# competition.#Alt<
hough#traditional#climbing#cannot#be#considered#as#a#competitive#sport,#in#this#study#it#was#nec<









their#sport,#even#those#who#appeared#reluctant#at# first”# (IFSC,#2014a,#no#page#number).#An# in<
door#competitions#circuit#quickly#gained#much#popularity,#and#after#the#proposal#of# the#French#
Mountain# and# Climbing# Federation# sport# climbing#was# recognized# by# the# International#Moun<
taineering#and#Climbing#Federation# (UIAA)# in# the# late#1980s# (Stirling,#2009).#By# then,# the#UIAA#
had#already#been#involved#in#rock#climbing#by#agreeing#on#the#climbing#difficulty#grades#but#pri<
marily#had#been#dealing#with#mountaineering,#alpinism,#and#hiking#matters#(UIAA,#2014).#Conse<
quently,# the# UIAA# became# the# first# international# governing# body# of# competitive# climbing# and#
started#to#organize#the#Climbing#World#Cup#in#Speed#and#Lead#from#1989#and#the#World#Cup#in#
Bouldering# from# 1999# (IFSC,# 2014a).# Apart# from# organizing# competitions,# the#UIAA# needed# to#
address#the#environmental# impact#of#climbing:#as#this#activity#became#popular#and#use#of#fixed#
equipment,#such#as#bolts,#on#mountain#crags#and#cliffs#grew.#In#May#2000,#the#UIAA#Council#ap<




ber).#However,# since# then,# all#major# international# climbing# events#were#held# on# artificial#walls#
due# to#possible#negative#environmental# impact#of# competitions#on#natural# rocks# (IFSC,#2014a).#





tition# system# organized# into# a# hierarchy,# from# the# departmental# to# the# international# level”#




climbing# competitions,# two#new#bodies#were# formed#by# the#UIAA:# the#CEC# commission! (Com<
mission#de# l'escalade#de#competition)#and#CICE#Committee# (Comité# international#des#compéti<
tions#d’escalade).#They#were#responsible#for#training#officials#(judges#and#forerunners)#and#creat<
ing#competition#rules# (IFSC,#2014a).# In#organizational# terms,#these#commissions#were#added#to#
the#existing#UIAA#organizational#structure,#which#already# included#several#commissions,# for#ex<
ample,# mountain# protection# commission,# safety# commission,# and# medical# commission# (UIAA,#
2014),# and# formalized# the# sport.# In# the# late# 1990s,# new# governing# structures#within# the#UIAA#
were# introduced# with# more# focus# on# sport# functions,# including# the# International# Council# for#
Competition#Climbing#(ICC).# In#particular,# the# ICC#was#created# in#order#“to#guarantee#sufficient#
autonomy#to#the#sport#and#to#provide# it#with#the#tools#required#for#growth#and#development”#








all# the# sections# of# the#UIAA# together# as# a# single# federation”# (UIAA,# 2014),# a# radical# structural#
change#occurred#in#the#organization#of#international#sport#climbing.#In#2006,#the#UIAA#decided#to#
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sembly# in#Banff,# Canada# in# 2006#decided# to# cease# governing# international# sport#
climbing#competitions#on#artificial#surfaces.##
UIAA#(2009,#p.11)!
This# UIAA# statement# suggests# that,# in# fact,# this# international# governing# body# allowed# sport#
climbing#to#leave#because#of#the#cultural#conflict:#the#culture#of#sport#climbing#was#too#different#










.# .# .# has# spent# its# first# years# to#build#up#a#dynamic#but# solid# structure,#based#on#
principles#of#good#governance,#universality,#equal#opportunities#and#transparency;#
spectacular#events#ruled#by#highest#standard#of#rules;#athletes# inclusion#in#the#IF#
decision<making# processes# at# all# levels;# anti<doping# policies# and# athletes# health#
and#integrity#protection.#
#“The#President’s#message”#(IFSC,#2014b)#
To#summarize,# throughout# the#history#of# its#organized#existence,#competitive#climbing#evolved#











major# sport# phenomenon# affecting# the# organization# of# free# sports.# Therefore,# for# a# thorough#
understanding#of#patterns#and#mechanisms#of#organizational#evolution#of#sport#climbing,#it#was#
necessary#to#study#how#the#organizational#relationships#between#competitive#climbing#and#the#
Olympic#movement#evolved.#This#meant# investigating# the#history#of# relationships#between#the#
international#organizations#in#charge#of#competitive#climbing#and#the#IOC.##
#









ed# as# the# primary# goal# of# this# international# sport# governing# body.# However,# the# fact# that# the#
Olympic#bid#materialized#very#quickly#under#the#IFSC#suggests#that#this#governing#body#may#have#
been#established#with#this# idea# in#mind.#Consequently,#straight#after# the# IFSC#establishment# in#
2007,#its#first#target#was#to#apply#for#the#IOC#recognition#to#represent#sport#climbing#within#the#
Olympic#movement# (iSportconnect,#2013).# In#parallel,# the# IFSC#sought#support# for# the#Olympic#
bid# from# the# national# member# federations# of# climbing# and# got# it# even# before# the# final# IOC#
recognition.# For# example,# that# is# how# the# British#Mountaineering# Council# (BMC)# explained# its#
decision#to#back#climbing#to#become#an#Olympic#sport#after#consultation#in#2009:#
## 155#
The# competitive# climbing# scene# has# long# cherished# an# Olympic# dream—in# fact,#
some# participants# have# been# cherishing# it# since# the# sport's# inception,# over# 20#
years# ago.# Now,# at# last,# that# dream# is# inching# closer.# Following# consultation#
amongst#the#BMC#Areas,#the#National#Council#agreed#that#the#BMC#would#support#




facts# that# the# IFSC#pro<actively#pursued# the#Olympic# future,# fully# adopted# the#Olympic# values,#
and# declared# sport# climbing# a# completely# indoor# sport# on# artificial# structures,# it# is# likely# that##

















allocated#resources#that#are#available# for# the#Olympic#sports.#These#kinds#of# resources#are#not#
provided#directly#from#the#IOC#or#the#IFSC#but#allocated#on#the#national#level#in#order#to#develop#
Olympic# disciplines# in# respective# countries.# Helmut# Knabl,# the# ISFC# Vice<President,# also# points#
out#in#his#interview#that##
.# .# .#a# lot#of#countries#only#fund#the#Olympic#sports# .# .# .# [With#this#funding]#many#
young# climbers# can# go# competitions# without# paying# themselves.# Expenses# are#
## 156#
paid#by#government#money.#And#for#me#this#is#a#key#point.#That#is#why#I#want#to#
have#climbing# inside#the#Olympic#Games.#The#moment# it#happens,#a# lot#of#coun<












Overall,# there# is# an# understanding# within# the# IFSC# that# development# of# competitive# climbing#
“does#not#depend#heavily#on#becoming#an#Olympic#sport#.#.#.#The#only#question#is#how#fast#and#
which#direction# it#will#develop”# (Meyer,#2013,# interview,).#The#same# is#suggested#by#Alex#Hon<
nold,#professional#climber#from#the#USA,#who#argues#that,#in#a#bigger#perspective,#sport#climbing#
will#not#fundamentally#change#but#highlights#the#financial#topic:##





further#global#development#of# sport#climbing.#Here# is# the#quote# from#the# interview#of#Rustam#
Gelmanov,#one#of# the#top# international#climbing#athletes,#who#compares#the#UIAA#and# IFSC# in#
terms#of#how#sport#climbing#developed#under#their#governance:#
Competition#climbing#was#booming#in#Europe#in#1990s.#There#were#more#sponsors#
and#more# spectators# in# the#1990s# than#now# .# .# .# The#UIAA#has#been#established#
long#time#ago#and#has#more#connections#and#support#[than#the#IFSC],#for#sure.#The#














issues#which#became#a#matter#of#concern# in#connection#with#this#bid.#Fundamentally,# the# IFSC#
was#not#consistent#in#the#choice#of#specific#disciplines#for#the#Olympic#bid.#Initially,#the#IFSC#an<
nounced#that#Lead#climbing#would#be#the#sole#event#in#its#Olympic#proposal#(MacDonald,#2012).#




dience,# while# showing# all# the# spectacular# features# each# discipline# has# .# .# .# The#
three#together#will#be#a#perfect#display#of#the#Olympic#motto.#
Anne#Fuynel,#the#IFSC#communications#director,#interviewed#by#MacDonald#(2013)!




.# .# .#they#[the#IOC]#really#tried#to#change#our#sport#a# lot.#Many#changes#were#not#
that#good# I# think.#Also# I#did#not# like#the# idea#of#having#the#combination#of#Lead,#















It's#great# to#see#speed#not#being# left#out#but#speed# is# totally#different# from# lead#
and#boulder#.#.#.#the#IFSC#needs#to#know#what#they#are#doing.#It#is#still#understand<
able#of#boulder#and# lead#were# together# .# .# .#There’s#a# reason#why#you#don't# see#
top#speed#climbers#doing#all#three#.# .# .# .# I#agree#that#they#should#give#out#medals#
for#the#top#3#in#each#discipline#and#trophies#to#the#overall#winners.#Otherwise#they#
will#only# force# the# top#climbers# to#step#out#of# the#competition.# If# this# is# the# IOC#










It's#all#about# the# IOC#wanting#to#have#minimum#athlete#numbers#at# the#Olympic#
Games.#Perhaps#not#the#most#preferred#possible#start#.#.#.#
A#comment#from#user#Mac#Stirling#in#reply#to#MacDonald#(2013)!












and# was# not# even# considered# as# a# sport,# first# professional# climbers# did# both# adventure# rock#
climbing#and#competition#climbing.#During#those#early#years,#quite#distinct#values#of#the#climbing#






























This# section# attempts# to# explain# whether# these# traditional# values# of# climbing# have# survived#

































their# careers,# but# recently# it# has# been# considered# extremely# difficult# to# combine# both# in# the#
same#period#of#a#climber’s#career.#Roman#Krajnik#explains#this#in#his#interview#in#more#detail:#
If# you#want# to# be# a# good# competition# climber,# rock# climbing#won’t# help# you# so#
much#at#the#moment.#In#the#past,#for#example,#5#years#ago#rock#climbing#and#in<
door# climbing# was# really# a# good# combination.# But# now# I# think# in# competitive#
climbing#the#level#goes#so#high,#so#.#.#.#it#is#really#hard#to#combine#everything#these#








































I# think# it# is# really# something# special# in# climbing,# because# it# is# not# just# a# normal#
sport# like#athletics#or#some#other#more#known#outdoor#sports.# I# think# it# is# really#
something# about# culture# and# community,# because# climbers# are# the#only# sports<









new#solutions# together.# If# someone# finds#a# solution,#he# tries# to#explain# it# to# the#











letes,# which# has# been# one# of# the# key# cultural# features# of# climbing# since# its# creation,# has# re<
mained#one#of#the#most#important#values#of#competitive#climbing.##
#














ples# and# values,# cultivating# them#along#with# sport# growth#and#development”# (IFSC,# 2014a).# In#
other#words,#many# of# the# IFSC# values# (such# as# doping# free# sport;# equality# between#men# and#
women;#sport#for#all;#competitiveness)#are#universal#to#any#modern#sport#governing#body#and#in#
line#with#the#criteria#of#the#IOC#for#Olympic#sports.#It#is#highlighted#by#the#IFSC#President#Marco#
Scolaris#(2013,# interview)#that#“history#and#tradition# lay# in#the#essence#of#the#sport# itself”#and,#
indeed,# several# traditional# climbing# values,# such# as# preserving# the# environment# and# fair# rules,#
are# still# very# important# for# the# competitive# sport.#Overall,# however,# it# is# evident# that# the# IFSC#
values#are#significantly#different# from#traditional#climbing#values.#The#following#quote#of#a# leg<
endary# climber# Stefan# Glowacz# demonstrates# how# far# the# modern# sport# climbing# values# has#
gone#from#traditional#values:+
## 164#
Climbing# in# the# Olympic# Games# is# far# away.# It# is# really# far# away…# I# really# don’t#
care,#I#have#to#say.#If#it#becomes#an#Olympic#sport,#then#it#is#an#artificial#climbing#




With#regards#to#the#Olympic# future#of#climbing,# it# is#also#necessary#to#consider#how#climbing’s#
Olympic# pursuit# is# perceived# by# professional# climbing# athletes# and# members# of# the# climbing#
community.#In#other#words,#an#important#question#in#order#to#understand#the#current#culture#of#










prospect# of# personal# recognition# and# an# opportunity# for# professional# athletes# to# benefit# from#
enhanced# commercial# opportunities,# which# they# realize.# Athletes,# like# Sean# McColl,# are# also#







effects#of# their#sport’s#growth#and#further#commercialization# if# it#becomes#one#of# the#Olympic#
sports:#
I#think#with#the#Olympics#I#am#more#like#half#and#half.#On#one#hand,#yes#it#would#
be# cool# because# our# sport# will# get# bigger.#We# would# have#more#money# in# the#
## 165#
sport,# and# the# whole# thing# would# just# grow.# I# mean#more#money# for# athletes,#
more# money# for# competitions,# bigger# events,# and# bigger# sponsors# coming# into#









[Inclusion# to# the#Olympics]# .# .# .# risks# glamorizing# the# sport# and# shifting# its# focus#
from#personal#accomplishment#to#gold#medals.#This#type#of#competition#may#neg<
atively#impact#the#kind#of#community#that’s#perfectly#content#practicing#in#a#dirty#
old# basement# bouldering# gym# .# .# .# Do# we# really# want# to# risk# changing# a# sport#







tional# climbing.# This# issue# is# best# illustrated# by# the# statement# from# David# Lama,# the# former#
World#Cup#winner#in#sport#climbing,#who#does#only#outdoor#climbing#since#recently:#
Generally# speaking,# I# believe# that# competition# climbing# will# further# evolve# and#
more#and#more#become#a#sport#of# its#own,#much#further#away#from#the#original#
climbing#than#now.#This#doesn't#necessarily#have#to#be#a#bad#thing,#but#it's#simply#

















high# routes.# This# is# the# difference# for#me.# But# I# am# sure# that# being# an#Olympic#
sport#climbing#will#grow#much#faster#.#.#.#For#example,#there#is#a#sport#of#cycling.#It#
is# an#Olympic# sport,#but#nothing#has# changed# in# “hobby# cycling”.#Or# look#at# the#
marathon#runners.#They#are#really#small#family,#but#look#at#the#marathons#around#




affect# the#development#of# traditional# outdoor# climbing#but#will# be#of#benefit# for# the#develop<
ment#of#the#whole#activity#of#climbing.#Overall,#it#is#clear#that#becoming#an#Olympic#sport#is#the#
















cate#themselves#to# indoor#climbing.#But#on#the#other#hand,# it# is#another#step#off#
the# mountain/outdoor# philosophy.# People# now# are# more# focusing# on# outdoor#
“plastic”#climbing.#And#this#sport#is#getting#more#and#more#different.#Like#we#have#
gymnastics# on# one# side,# and#mountain# adventures# on# the# other# side# .# .# .# It# is# a#
good#thing#because#people#will#know#more#about#climbing.#But#they#will#know#on<
ly#one#side#of#climbing,#and#sport#will#be#going#in#this#direction#.#.#.#or#sure#if#climb<
ing#becomes# the#Olympic# sport,# the#economic#benefits#will# go# this#way.#We#are#

















climbing# has# been# organized# independently# from#mountaineering# and# has# developed# quite# a#



























international# authority# in# sport# climbing# is# similar# to# organization# of#most#mainstream# sports,#
such#as#football,#track#and#field#athletics,#and#cycling.#The#existing#compact#organizational#struc<
ture#of# the# IFSC#allows# the#organizational# decision<making# to#be# faster# and#more# flexible.# The#
IFSC# President#Marco# Scolaris# perceives# this# approach# to# be# innovative# for# international# sport#
governing#bodies:##
We#are#bringing#some#fresh#air#and#something#that#is#completely#new,#a#sport#that#
is# completely# clean#and# interacts#with# the#youth.# Since#we#are#a# small# sport#we#

















his# interview,# consider# the# fact# that# the# IFSC# Board# and# employees# are# all# either# people#who#


















climbing# remained# preserved# in# competitive# climbing# because# there# are# a# number# of# former#
climbers#of#an#older#generation#on#top#of#the#IFSC.#As#far#as#the#organization#is#concerned,#from#
the#IFSC#perspective,#the#athletes’#interests#have#always#stood#on#the#pinnacle#of#the#whole#or<




of# the# organisation.# That# is# to# say# to# recreate# in# the#management# the# same# at<














of# the#other# sports#who#are#even# in# the#Olympics,# but# are# struggling# to# gain# an#
athlete#vote#on# the#executive#board.# It# is#a# lot#of#politics,#and# the#Athlete#Presi<
dent# really#brings# the# voice#of# the#athletes# and# the#wishes#of# the#athletes# .# .# .# I#
bring# it# to# the#Executive#Board#and#sometimes# there#are#certain# rules#either#we#

















As# it# is#evident# that# the#athletes#have#been#empowered# to# influence# the#organizational#devel<
opment# of# international# competitive# climbing,# another# connected# issue# arises# from# the# inter<
views.#Even#though#within#the#IFSC#there#are#tools#and#structures#for#international#professional#
athletes#to#raise#their#voice,#the#majority#of#the#athletes#are#not#willing#to#exercise#this#right.#The#




IFSC.# In# reality#athletes#have# to#have#a#motivation# to#participate# in# these#proce<
dures# .# .# .#So#with#couple#of#people#willing#to#work#with#the#athletes#and#a#good#
system,#the#athletes#can#change#something#if#they#really#want#to.#If#they#don’t#do#
something,# that#means# that# they# don’t# agree#on# something# or# they# don’t# really#
want#to#change#it.#
Jerome#Meyer,#the#IFSC#Sport#Director#(2013,#interview)#
In# line#with# this# statement,# the# climbing# athletes# interviewed# also# believe# that# they# are# given#








This# quote# demonstrates# that# some# athletes# do# not# believe# that# their# actions# can# change# the#
















































5.! Unlike# the#most#mainstream# sports,# in# sport# climbing# the# IFSC# have# employed#mainly#
athletes,#and#athletes#have#always#had#an#extremely#good#representation#in#the#decision#
making#at# the# international# sport#governance# level.# To#put# it# short,# since# international#





1.! #The# spread# of# competitive# aspect# of# climbing# and# increase# in# number# of# dedicated#









and# has# been# supported# by# climbing# athletes# and# national# federations.# The# evidence#





on# the#assumption# that# this# change#would#bring#more#benefits# to# the# sport# in#general#
and#their#sport#careers#in#particular.##
#
4.! Along# with# general# support# for# the# Olympic# ambitions# of# sport# climbing# among# the#
community,# there#are#also# some#concerns#about#what# change# the#Olympic#movement#
might#bring#to#the#sport#and#how#manageable#this#change#would#be.#These#concerns#are#







stitutionalize#with# governing# bodies.# To# summarize,# even# though# competitive# climbing#
has# gone# through# a# gradual# formalization# and# its# organization# has# become# similar# to#













in! this!chapter!and!summarized! in! the!cross@case!comparative! table!at! the!end.!The! findings!of!
























pendence”# was# achieved# with# the# Olympic# idea# in# mind.# The# reasons# behind# such# opposite#
changes#are#quite#complex#and#can#be#explained#by#power/dependence#relationships#between#




















As# it#was# identified# throughout# the# research,# changes# in# the# organization# of# three# free# sports#
were#largely#influenced#by#several#sport#governing#bodies,#such#as#the#FIS,#the#UCI,#the#FIRS,#and#
the#UIAA,#which#managed#other# sports#but#were# found# to#have#a# real#or#perceived# interest# in#




itive# snowboarding# than# in# skateboarding# or# climbing.# This# can# be# explained# by# the# fact# that#
snowboarding#was#the#first#free#sport#to#make#it#to#the#programme#of#the#Olympic#Games.#As#its#




As# for# the# sports# of# skateboarding# and# climbing,# these# sports# have# not# yet# become# Olympic#
sports#but# for#different# and,# arguably,# quite#opposite,# reasons.# The# IFSC#has#been#enthusiastic#
about#the#Olympic#bid#but#has#not#succeeded#in# it.#As#a#consequence,# it#can#be#concluded#that#
sport#climbing#has#been#restricted# in# its#development#because# there#has#been#no# IOC#support.#
The# case# of# potential# Olympic# skateboarding# is# more# complicated# as,# reportedly,# the# IOC# has#
been#interested#in# it#for#a#while#but#has#not#brought# it# into#the#Games#because#of#complicated#









As#described# in# the# introduction#to# this# thesis#and# in# literature#review,# from#the#early#years#of#
free# sports# their# image#and#organization#has#been# shaped#by# commercialism#and#brought# for<
ward#by#companies#like#Nike,#Pepsi,#MTV,#and#ESPN#(Breivik,#2010,#p.268).#The#role#of#commer<
cial#interests#in#organizational#evolution#was#discussed#in#a#number#of#other#instances#through<
out# the# case# studies.# For# example,# even# though# the# values# of# skateboarding# were# very# anti<
commercial# initially,# the# development# of# international# competitive# skateboarding# has# been#
largely#due#to#the#intention#of#athletes#to#make#professional#careers#in#skateboarding#because#of#
the# opportunities# offered# by# sponsors#wishing# to#market# their# products.# Consequently,# skate<













believe# if# you# look# at# the# social#media# feeds# from# the#worldwide# snowboarding#
media.#At# the#end#of# the#day,# I'd#wager#most# snowboarders#overall#weren't# too#











most#credible#and# the#best#organized#competition# in# free#sports.#This#demonstrates# that,#with#
regards#to#free#sports,#the#event#run#by#a#commercial#agent,#the#X<Games,#is#better#received#by#
athletes#than#the#biggest#event#in#global#sport,#the#Olympic#Games.#One#simple#explanation#is,#of#
course,# that# the# X<Games# are# better# organized# technically,# as# they# are# held# every# year# in# the#
same#place#by#the#same#organization.#This#is#indeed#a#legitimate#explanation#for#such#a#technical#
sport#as#snowboarding,#which#requires#a#lot#of#skill,#expertise,#and#effort#to#build#a#course.#How<






macy# underpinning# this# organization.# At# the# same# time,# the# institutions# such# TTR# Pro# Snow<
boarding#and#the#X<Games#have#been# in#an#opposite#position:#they#were#not# legitimized#by#ei<






tered# further# commercialization# and# professionalization# of# these# sports.# Even# though# the# first#
governing#bodies#already#existed#in#each#sport#before#the#X<Games#arrival,#this#event#might#have#
been#the#force#for#greater#formalization#for#some#sports#and#speeded#up#the#organizational#evo<





X<Games#organizers,#not# from#any#existing# skateboarding#governing#bodies.# First,# this# instance#
shows# that# the#power# in# skateboarding# sits#with# the# athletes.# But# also# this#means# that# the#X<












of# the# Olympic# ideals,# it# is# also# a# commercial# organization.# The# cases# of# skateboarding# and#
snowboarding,# the# only# current# Olympic# sport,# demonstrate# that# the# Olympic#movement# has#
also# been# largely# underpinned# by# commercial# thinking.# Several# interviewees# referred# to# the#












On# the# contrary,# there#were# concerns# about# chances# of# sport# climbing# becoming# an# Olympic#
sport#because#this#sport#is#not#that#popular#in#North#America:#
To#be#honest,#I#don’t#think#climbing#will#make#it#into#the#Olympics#.#.#.#Unless#the#











by#commercial# thinking.#Therefore,# the#analysis#highlights# that#along#with# the# IOC# intention# to#




ing,# the# IOC#patterns# the#strategy#of# the#X<Games#when#considering# introduction#of#new#disci<
plines#into#the#Olympic#Games:!
X# Games,# despite# their# corporate# heart# as# an# ESPN# made<for<television# event,#

















If# you#get#a#medal# there,# you#can#do#many# things#with# that,# especially# in# snow<







As# this# and#earlier#quotes# suggest,# athletes# see# commercial# benefits#of#performing#well# at# the#
Olympic#Games.#Having#said# this,# it# is#acknowledged#that#apart# from#commercial#opportunities#





As# far# as# free# sports# are# concerned,# the# prestige# of# the#Olympic#Games#widely# acknowledged#
through#all#three#case#studies#can#be#seen#as#a#reflection#of#the#quest#of#the#respective#sports#for#
legitimacy.# In# other# words,# the# drive# for# the# inclusion# of# climbing# and# skateboarding# into# the#
Olympic#Games# can# be# attributed# to# desire# to# “legitimize”# the# sports.# It# is# the# prestige# of# the#
Olympic#Games#that#made#some#people#feel#that#their#sport#can#only#be#considered#a#“proper”#
sport#if#it#is#a#part#of#the#Olympic#Games.#+
We# believe# that# being# in# the# [Olympic]# Games# is# the# natural# aspiration# of# all#
sports#as#defined#as#such…#
Marco#Scolaris,#the#IFSC#President#(2013,#interview)#




by#Beal# (1995,#p.256)#how#commercialization#and# legitimization#complement#each#other# in# the#
early#years#of#professional#skateboarding:#
At# times#of#high#popularity,#various#commercial# interests#have#tried#to#capitalize#










is#seen#as#an#achievement#of#proper# legitimacy)#might#be# in#each#specific#case,#such# legitimiza<









able#degree#of# commercialization# to#be#present#within# their# sports.# Therefore,# it# is#possible# to#














originated# from#participatory# non<competitive# activities# and#have#been# surrounded#by# subcul<
tures#of# young#people.# The# co<existence#of# two#versions#of# the# same# type#of# activity#but#with#
different#values#emerged#as#a#distinct#feature#of#all#three#sports#concerned.#The#first#version#of#
the# activity# can# be# labelled# as# traditional# and# is# manifested# in# freeride# snowboarding,# street#
skateboarding,#and#outdoor#rock#climbing.#These#activities#cannot#be#considered#as#competitive#
sports,#even#though#they#are#often#executed#by#professional#athletes#and#constitute#a#source#of#













The#major# common#values#of# skateboarding,# snowboarding,# and# climbing# reflects# the#way# the#
competitive#sport#activity#is#perceived#by#participants:#in#all#three#sports,#winning#competitions#is#
not#necessarily# the#ultimate# career# goal# for# athletes# as# the# value#of#winning# competitions#has#
always# been# less# important# than# other# values,# for# example,# friendship,# enjoyment,# and# self<
expression.#Therefore,#the#role#of#competition#has#always#been#of#limited#significance#among#all#
three#sports#as,# for#example,#video#making#and#challenging#outdoor#activities,# such#as# freeride#











However,# as# all# three# sports#went# through# significant# changes,# such# as# commercialization# and#
professionalization#of#organization,#the#importance#of#winning#medals,#to#athletes,#has#inevitably#
grown# in# all# of# them# but# to# a# different# degree.# Since# competitive# snowboarding# became# an#
















sports# as# it# can# be# still# called# the#most# “anti<competitive”# sport# amongst# professional# sports.#







In# snowboarding,# the# existence# of# major# traditional# values,# such# as# individualism,# self<
expression,#and#opposition#to#tight#control,#have#been#manifested#in#the#ongoing#critique#from#





torical# connection# between# skateboarding# and# snowboarding# communities.# These# close# ties#
mean#that#skateboarding#athletes#and# influencers#are#very#aware#of#patterns#of#organizational#
evolution#in#snowboarding#and#issues,#which#affected#competitive#snowboarding#since#it#entered#









competitive# values#have#become# integral# to# these# sports# and#have#been#accepted#by# top#ath<
letes,#the#findings#of#this#thesis#suggest#that#traditional#values#of#skateboarding#and#snowboard<
ing#have#remained#strong#and#respected.#Quite#in#contrast#with#skateboarding#and#snowboard<






izational# future# would# be# distant# from# that# of# outdoor# activities# of# mountaineering# and# rock#
climbing.#Even#though#some#traditional#climbing#values#still#exist#within#the#IFSC#circuit,#this#or<





The# formalization# of# competitive# snowboarding,# skateboarding,# and# sport# climbing# varies# as# a#
consequence#of#the#way#free#sports#have#historically#developed.#As#highlighted#in#the#introduc<
tion,# free# sports#were# typically# characterised#by#a# lack#of#organizational# structure#and#high# in<
formality#in#organization.#Breivik#(2010,#p.260)#argued#that#due#to#the#strong#underlying#philoso<
phy# of# free# sports,# which# has# been# opposed# to# the#mainstream# sport# culture,# they#were# not#
managed#“in#the#same#way#as#mainstream#sports,#by#organizational#frameworks,#strict#rules,#and#
regulated#competitions#in#clearly#defined#environments.”#However,#the#structures#of#the#sports#
under# review#have#evolved# in#other#ways#over# last# three#decades.#As# these#sports#became#at<
tractive#in#commercial#terms,#their#governing#bodies#started#developing#the#sports#in#a#more#in<
stitutionalized# way,# which# would# fit# TV# and# sponsors.# It# can# be# seen# that# the# move# towards#
commercialization# and# subsequent# professionalization# of# organization# initiated# a# significant#
change# in# the#way# governing#bodies#of# the# concerned# sports# are#organized.# Effectively,# under#
increasing#pressure#from#media#and#sponsors#they#were#required#to#“echo#some#of#the#stereo<
typical# characteristics# of# mainstream# sport”# (Rinehart# and# Sydnor,# 2003,# p.6),# such# as# hierar<
chical# frameworks# of# competitions# and# governing# bodies,# institutionalization# of# athletes,# and#
providing# a#more# standardized# product:# regular# competitions# that# are# broadcasted# and# spon<
sored.#Overall,#there# is#no#indication#of#one#dominant#trend#and#neither#a#straight<forward#an<
swer# on#whether# these# structural# developments# have# been# primarily# driven# by# external# pres<













ated# organizational#maps,# skateboarding# and# snowboarding# have# functioned# primarily# as# net<














The#existence#of# “umbrella”# international# federations# and# their# relevance# to# free# sports# as# an#
organizational# framework# is# another# key# topic# emerging# from# analysis# of# all# three# sports.# An#




case#study#of#skateboarding#documented#that# the#cycling# federation,# the#UCI,#had#a#chance#to#
become#an#umbrella#organization#for#skateboarding.#The#existence#of#such#umbrella#governing#




The#most# informative# evidence# on#whether# umbrella# federation# could# be# a# relevant# organiza<
tional#framework#was#obtained#from#the#climbing#case.#The#UIAA#initially#adopted#sport#climbing#
as# an# umbrella# organization# but# gave# up# its# leadership# over# sport# climbing# in# 2006.# In# this# in<
stance,#the#IFSC,#which#took#over#sport#climbing#from#the#UIAA,#serves#as#an#example#of#a#sport#
federation#dedicated#to#one#sport,#which# is#opposite#to#the# idea#of#umbrella#federation.#This# is#
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very#unusual#for# international#sport#federations#to#give#up#a#sport,#as,#for#example,#the#FIS#and#
the#UCI# have# always#wanted# to# keep#different# sports# together,# even# though# there#might# have#













Thus,# even# though# it# can# be# assumed# that# an# umbrella# federation# is# normally# of# benefit# to# a#





FIS# has# five# different# sports!# There# is# always# competition# for# priority#within# the#
FIS.#The#best#skiers#have#threatened#to#create#their#own#series#several#times,#and#
it#is#not#because#they#are#satisfied#with#the#way#FIS#runs#things#.#.#.#It#irritates#the#
















Another# reoccurring# topic# throughout# all# three# case# studies# was# the# power# of# the# Olympic#
movement#to#influence#the#organizational#development#of#sport#and#whether#sport#needs#or# is#
able#to#protect#itself#from#that#influence.#Whether#Olympic#status#has#already#been#achieved,#as#
in# snowboarding’s#case,#a#possibility# for#climbing,#or#a#perceived# interest# in# skateboarding,# the#
amount#of#debate#around#this#topic#indicates#that#the#impact#of#a#sport’s#inclusion#into#the#pro<








and#athletes# in#particular#with#bigger# commercial#opportunities.#Athletes# realize# that# they# can#




by# its#Olympic# introduction,#has# changed# the# international#organization#of# the# sport.# First,# the#
Olympic#governance#has#been#awarded#to#the#FIS,#the#organization,#which#had#never#dealt#with#
snowboarding#before.#Secondly,#the#International#Snowboard#Federation#went#bust,#arguably#as#
a# consequence#of# the# sport#entering# the#Olympic#Games#via#another#organization.#A# third#key#
change,# resulting# from# commercialization# and# the#Olympic# introduction#of# snowboarding,#was#












value# of# international# skateboarding# is# considered# to# be# significantly# bigger# than# the# value# of#






This# contrast#has#been# reflected# in# the#organizational#arrangements#of# these# two#sports.#Even#





















the# FIS# to#manage# the#Olympic# snowboarding:# the# IOC#official# suggests# that# this# decision#was#




tion,# the#governing#body#never# recognized#by# the# IOC,# as# a# suitable#organization# to# look#after#
snowboarding.# This# was# likely# to# do# with# the# International# Snowboard# Federation’s# non<
standard# “modus# operandi,”# which# was# in# line# with# traditional# values# of# snowboarding.# It# is#
acknowledged# by#Gerhard#Heiberg# (2013,# interview)# that# “the#mentality# of# the# snowboarders#
was#a#little#different#from#the#mentality#of#…#traditional#sports#on#the#Olympic#program.”#So#this#
is#how#the#IOC#explains#the#main#reason#to#empower#the#FIS,#not#the#International#Snowboard#




the#Olympic#program#and#decide#which#organization# runs#sports# in# terms#of#Olympic#competi<
tions,#namely,#the#Olympic#qualifications#and#the#ultimate#Olympic#Games.#However,#as#the#evi<
dence#from#the#case#studies#suggests,#the#effect#of#the#Olympic#introduction#on#sports#organiza<

















manipulation,#which# surrounded# the#UCI# interest# in# skateboarding,# reflect# the# special# place#of#
the#Olympic#movement#in#global#sports#and#its#ability#to#change#sports.#Skateboarding’s#Olympic#





been#anxious#about#Olympic# interest#and#reluctant# to#allow#their# sport# to#be#governed#by#any#
international#federation#of#other#sport.#As#mentioned#earlier,#a#perceived#interest#of#the#IOC#in#
skateboarding#resulted#in#the#establishment#of#the#dedicated#international#sport#federation,#the#
ISF,# after# the# IOC# informally# asked# skateboarding# influencers# to# “organize# skateboarding”# in#
2003.#There#has#always#been#a#strong#belief#among#professional#athletes#and#key#skateboarding#
influencers,# such# as# Tony# Hawk# and# Don# Bostick,# that# skateboarding# should# enter# only# on#
“skateboarding's# terms,”#which# are# formulated# and# protected# via# the# ISF.# Overall,# currently# it#
seems#that#the#IOC#is#more#cautious#about#the#execution#of#its#power#over#governing#bodies#in#
connection# to# skateboarding.# There# has# been# no# straight<forward# organizational# solution# pro<
posed# for#Olympic# skateboarding# as# yet,# and# all# communication# between# the# IOC# and# several#
governing# bodies,# none# of#which# is# recognized# by# the# IOC# as# a# legitimate# governing# body# for#
competitive#skateboarding,#stays#behind#the#scenes.#
#




study,# is#how# the# IOC# limitations#on# the#number#of#Olympic# sports#disciplines#and#athletes#af<
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fects#the#organizational#evolution#of#free#sports.#The#best#illustration#of#this#issue#was#a#proposal#






the# bid# that# was# the# reason# of# failure# but# the# fact# that# sport# climbing# was# simply# not# good#
enough# in# addressing# the# IOC# agenda#with# its# bid,# including# the# commercial# potential# of# this#
sport:#
I#think#that#the#IFSC#did#not#do#a#really#good#job#for#this#[Olympic#bid],#because#I#














As#suggested# in# the# introduction,# the#role#of#athletes# in#organization#of# free#sports#has#always#
been# significant.# Consequently,# in# terms# of# methodology# of# this# research# project,# it# was# im<
portant# to#examine# the#evolution#of# and# the# current# stance#on#athletes# voice,# representation,#
and#power#in#free#sports.#Within#the#course#of#this#research#project,#two#issues#have#emerged#as#










ment# in# decision<making# and# organizational# matters# was# much# greater# than# in# mainstream#
sports.#Even# though#all# the# international# sport#governing#bodies#are# required# to#have#Athletes#







gence# of# the# IFSC.# From# the# IFSC# perspective,# the# athletes’# interests# have# always# been# at# the#




of# the# organisation.# That# is# to# say# to# recreate# in# the#management# the# same# at<
























the#very#act# it#seeks#to#direct# .# .# .# [A]#self<elected#governing#body#is#about#to#get#
rich#both#monetarily#and#in#influence#by#claiming#they#speak#for#us,#when#in#fact#
skateboarding's#greatest#asset#is#its#freedom..#.#.#.#
Therefore,# although# skateboarding# athletes# have# been# well# represented# in# governing# bodies,#
their# participation# in# decision<making# has# been# restricted# by# this#widespread# unwillingness# to#
accept#structures.#This#issue#is#similar#to#sport#climbing#in#that#athletes#are#well#empowered#by#




















related# structures# in# skateboarding.# This# means# there# is# always# a# chance# that# skateboarding#
might# repeat# the#snowboarding#scenario,#which#means# the#governance#would#be#passed# to#an#










research,# a#number#of# key#discussion#points# emerged.# In# snowboarding,# the#Olympic# sport# for#
almost# two# decades,# the# majority# of# contemporary# international# athletes# have# accepted# the#
Olympic#Games#as#the#most#important#but#not#the#most#credible#event#in#their#sport.#First#of#all,#
this#signals#that#athletes#see#the#Olympic#Games#mainly#as#commercial#opportunity#for#their#ca<
reers,#as# they#prioritize# this#event#ahead#of#others,#but#on# the#other#hand#do#not#see# it#as# the#
most# respected# event# within# the# sport# in# terms# of# snowboarding# values.# Secondly,# the# ac<
ceptance#of#Olympic#snowboarding#by#professional#athletes#is#“generational”.##As#was#highlight<
ed# in# the# case# study# report,# the# average# age# of# international# snowboarding# athletes# has# gone#










































views#on#whether#climbing#needs# to#pursue# the#Olympic# inclusion#are#expressed#only#by# tradi<
tional#climbers.#However,#as#highlighted#in#the#case#study,#the#segregation#between#sport#climb<
ing#and#traditional#outdoor#climbing#has#become#very#distinct#over#the#last#two#decades.#In#other#




















former#athletes#of# respective#sports.#Consequently,# the#actions#of# the# IOC#and# its# lack#of#com<














stated# intention#of# implementing#such#changes# in#competitive#skateboarding#faced#a#strong#re<
sistance.#As#network#organizational#structures#have#been#traditionally#popular# in#skateboarding#








































such#as#a# limited# importance#placed#on#winning#competitions,# freedom#of#self<expression,#and#
reluctance#to#being#regulated#by#governing#bodies.#This#is#still#very#much#the#case#for#freeriding#






However,# it# is#not#only#the#Olympic#movement#that#affects#the#values#of# free#sports#and#facili<
tates#the#development#of#a#strong#distinction#between#traditional#activity#and#competitive#pro<
fessional#sport.#Skateboarding#is#far#from#being#an#Olympic#sport,#is#not#recognized#by#the#IOC,#






To#put# this#another#way,#while# traditionally#winning#competitions#was# less# important# in# skate<
boarding#than#enjoying#the#activity#and#having#fun,#there# is#now#a#much#stronger#emphasis#on#
winning# contests# among# the# younger# generation# of# skateboarding# athletes.# This# focus# on# im<
proving#their#contest#performance# in# training,#previously#not#a#priority# for#skateboarders,# indi<




athletes# to#make# living# from# it.# The# simultaneous# arrival# of# role#model# athletes,# such# as# Tony#






There#has#never#been#any#serious#movement#that# I#know#of,# to# legitimize#skate<
boarding# in# the#eyes#of# the#powers<that<be# that# control#which# sports#are# recog<
nized#by#the#International#Olympic#Committee#(IOC),#and#which#aren’t.#The#infer<
ence#that#could#be#made#here#is#that,#skateboarders#just#didn't#give#a#s**t.#It's#not#
really# that#big#of# a#deal# to#us.# Skateboarding#already#has# a# fairly# effective# infra<
structure# of# industry,# demos,# contests,# appearances,# and# media# that# works# to#
promote,# support,# and# grow# skateboarding# both# locally,# and# worldwide,# com<
pletely#from#within.#So,#there#has#traditionally#been#little#to#no#need#for#any#sort#
of# outside# entity# to# legitimize# skateboarding# in# the# eyes# of# the#world# (Although#
the#“outside#entities”#usually#feel#like#we#do,#anyway,#regardless#of#what#we#might#
















Skateboarders#have#never# let#outside#sources#determine#what# is#good# for#skate<
boarding,# it#has#evolved#from#the#streets#and#the#streets#continue#to#dictate#the#
atmosphere# for# skateboarding…# No# organization,# contest# entity# or# corporation#














ized.# It#has#not#been# in#the#Olympic#Games#and#had#a#very#short#spell# in#the#X<Games.#Yet#the#
gap#between# two# facets#of# climbing—traditional# rock#climbing#and# indoor# sport# climbing—has#
become#much#bigger#over# the# last# two#decades#and#arguably# is#no# less# than# in#snowboarding,#
which#is#an#established#Olympic#and#heavily#commercialized#sport:#
Even#when#[now]#we#have#the#most#climbers#ever,#when#you#go#to#the#mountains,#

















has#more# to#do#with# the# introduction#of#an# idea#of#having#competitions# in#activities# that#were#
not#intended#to#be#competitive.##This#contrast#between#traditional#values#and#competitive#logics#
is#especially#visible#in#skateboarding:#











































































































































































examination# of# competitive# snowboarding,# sport# climbing,# and# competitive# skateboarding.#
































zational# structures# and# processes# in# institutional# fields# (Scott,# 2004).# Subsequently,# academic#
discussion#on#structures#of#sport#organizations#has#been#mostly#put# in#the#context#of#organiza<
tional# change# and# referred# to# the# transformation# of# amateur# sport# organizations# info# profes<
sional#ones#leading#to#formalization#and#bureaucratization#of#sport.#As#the#literature#review#sug<
gests,# the#most# studies#on#organizational# change# in# sports#under#external#pressures#suggested#
that#only# in#rare#cases#sport#organizations#escaped# isomorphic#trends#and#demonstrated#some#
variations# in# structures.# For# example,# the#most# recent# and# relevant# studies# of# Augestad# et# al#
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(2006),# Fahlen# (2006),# and# Skille# (2011)# suggest# that# due# to# the# integration# of# sports# into# the#




However,# the# findings#of# this# research# indicate# that# structural#arrangements# in# the# free#sports#
concerned#have#evolved# in#a# significantly#different#way# in# comparison# to# those# in#mainstream#
sports.# One# might# have# expected# that# professionalization# and# commercialization# would# have#





ing# to# institutional# theorists# DiMaggio# and# Powell# (1983),# normative# pressures# originate# from#
professionalization#of#managing#organizations,#which#was# the#case#of#all# three#sports#and# thus#
arrival# of# professional# managers# and# more# “professional”# structures# from#mainstream# sports#
could# have# been# expected.# As# the# case# of# Rugby# Football# Union# suggests# (O'Brien# and# Slack,#
2004a,#b),# coercive#pressures#are#associated#with# the#most#powerful#organizations# in# field#and#





similar#way#as# found#out#earlier#by#Augestad#et#al.# (2006)#and#Skille# (2011).#Conversely,# the#X<




Indeed,# the# current# structure# of# international# snowboarding,# for# example,# has# changed# com<
pletely#over# the#past# twenty#years#due#to#commercialization#of# the#sport#and# its# inclusion# into#
the#Olympic#Games.#However,# it#might#have#been#expected#that#snowboarding#would#become#
largely#institutionalized#and#bureaucratized#by#now.#On#the#contrary,#the#evidence#demonstrates#
that# in# many# cases# snowboarding# actors# did# not# follow# coercive# and# normative# isomorphic#
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scripts#and#responded#to#their#environmental#pressures#in#creative#ways,#for#example,#by#estab<
lishing# the# whole# new# international# competition# platform# (TTR# Pro# Snowboarding)# instead# of#
accepting# and# following# the# IOC<prescribed# competition# series,#which# is# the# FIS# snowboarding#
















tionalization#of# international#sport#climbing#within#the# IFSC#did#not# lead#to#substantial#bureau<
cratization#of# the# sports# and# the#development#of#Mintzberg's# (1979)# professional# bureaucracy#
within#the#governing#body.#
#






evolution# a# leading# international# governing# body#would# emerge.#Most# evidently# though,# both#
international#competitive#skateboarding#and#international#competitive#snowboarding#have#nev<
er#had#one#leading#international#organization,#which#would#be#responsible#for#the#governance#of#
the#whole# sport#and#which#all# the#other# respective# sport#organizations#would# relate# to.# It#was#
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identified#that#in#both#sports#there#were#several#international#governing#organizations#in#control#





athletes#and# spectators,#managers#of# sport#broadcasting,# and#managers#of# corporate# sponsor<
ships# for# sporting#events”# (Mawson#2002,#p.257).# Therefore,#network,#which# is# an#unusual#or<
ganizational#design#for#international#sports,#was#found#to#be#a#typical#structure#in#skateboarding#










popular# in# free#sports.#Thus,#apart# from#acknowledgement#of#a#network#as#a#unique#structural#
feature# typical# for# free#sports,#a# link# to#cultural# legitimacy# is#apparent#as#existence#of#network#



















Conclusions# of# studies# focused# on# professionalization# of# sport# organizations# (Greenwood# and#
Hinings,#1988;#Skinner#et#al,#1999)#suggest#that#it#is#not#only#change#of#organizational#structures#




…#organizational# structures# are# not# neutral# value# free# instruments# of# task# accom<
plishment# but# rather# they# are# reflexive# expressions# of# intentions,# aspirations# and#




































nant# they#are# is#defined#by# individual#characteristics#of#particular#sports#and# its#actors.#For#ex<

























in#a# similar#way#as#organizations# in#studies#of#Southall#et#al# (2008),#Southall#and#Nagel# (2008),#
and#Skirstad#and#Chelladurai#(2011)#did,#organizations#in#free#sports#needed#to#make#structural#
changes# and# employ# strategies# that# would# allow# them# to#maintain# some# original# values# (and#
thus#maintain#its#cultural#legitimacy)#but#also#adopt#the#new#ones.#For#example,#in#skateboarding#
the#ISF#has#structured#itself#in#order#to#be#eligible#for#potential#IOC#recognition,#while#it#has#also#
brought# on# board# the#most# respected# people# in# skateboarding,# such# as# Tony#Hawk# and# part<













ognized# by# the# IOC,# but# on# the# other# hand# it# has# remained# very# athlete<driven# in# its# decision#
making,#so#it#has#escaped#the#“iron#cage”#and#been#influenced#by#multiple#logics.#To#summarize,#
from# the# cultural# perspective,# this# study# of# three# free# sports# does# not# provide# any# significant#
support#to#the#phenomenon#of#organizational#isomorphism,#which#has#been#evident#in#the#pro<










As# this# research# considers# institutional# fields# of# three# sports# in# an# international# perspective,#
there#is#no#surprise#that#the#issue#of#legitimacy#of#specific#sport#organizations#in#relation#to#vari<
ous#actors#and#to# the#whole#of# sports#has#appeared# to#be#central# throughout# this# research.# In#





The#development#of# free# sports#has# largely# coincided#with# the# rise#of# the#Olympic#movement.#
The# IOC# organizes# the# Olympic# Games# and# acts# as# “the# supreme# authority# of# the# Olympic#


























2.! Is# there# a# need# for# a# single# international# organization# in# these# free# sports# that#would#
have#ultimate#authority#over#the#others?#
3.! Does# the# IOC# have# a# right# to# simply# appoint# a# single# organization# of# its# choice,#which#
would#manage#a#certain#sport#within#the#Olympic#movement?#






Regarding# the# first# question,# as# the# cross<case# study# of# three# free# sports# indicates,# there# has#
been#a# link#between#commercialization#of#sport#and# its# legitimization.#An# increasing#popularity#
of# international# competitions# in# climbing,# snowboarding,# and# skateboarding# has# facilitated# a#
growing#public#acceptance#of#them#as#sports.#The#shift#in#all#three#sports#can#be#described#as#a#
change# from#a#participant<centred#activity# to#a#media<centred#sport#and# is# similar# to#organiza<
tional#change#in#international#rugby#described#by#O’Brien#and#Slack#(1999,#2003,#2004a,#2004b),#
Dunning# (1999,#2005)#and#Skinner#et# al# (1999).#As#evident# from# the# timeline#of#organizational#
evolution#of#all#three#sports,#it#has#been#driven#by#several#key#developments:#emergence#of#gov<
erning# bodies,# the# establishment# of# X<Games,# and# relationships# of# sports# with# the# Olympic#







































tional# snowboarding#provides# strong#evidence# in# support#of# this#hypothesis# as# the#FIS#has#not#
been#able#to#obtain#control#over#the#whole#international#competitive#snowboarding.#This#skiing#








the# mountaineering# federation# (until# 2006),# snowboarding# organized# by# ski# federation# (since#
1997),# and# two# federations# (cycling# and# roller# skating)# interested# in# organizing# skateboarding.#
However,#this#research#project#reveals#serious#concerns#about#the#relevance#of#umbrella#organi<


















What#we#have#challenged#the# IOC#on# is# to#think#differently#when# it#comes#to#new#
action# sport.# You# can’t# expect# to# have# the# same# traditional# sports#model# forever.#










surrounded# the# umbrella# governance#models.# However,# until# there# is# a# least# one# example# of#







IOC# decisions# for# many# sports,# especially# those# of# smaller# scale,# go# far# beyond# the# Olympic#
movement.#As#highlighted#throughout#the#case#of#international#snowboarding,#the#appointment#
of# the# FIS# as# international# governing# body# for# snowboarding# has# had# consequences# for# the#




over# sports# and# governing# bodies.# For# example,# there# has# been# no# straight<forward# organiza<






assumption# that# sports#must#have#something# in#common.# It# can#be#assumed#that# the# thinking#
behind# “bridging”# snowboarding# and# skiing# was# that# both# of# these# sports# involved# sliding# on#
snow.# Likewise,# reports# in#media# suggested# that# the#UCI# saw# skateboarding# as# a#wheel<based#
sport,#which#made#it#similar#to#cycling#and#thus#considered#proposing#it#to#the#IOC.#Therefore,#in#
terms#of# regulatory# legitimacy,# it# is# likely# that# technical# characteristics#of# the# sports#has# so# far#
determined#possibility#of#“bridging”#them#under#an#umbrella#of#one#institution.##
#
However,#examples#of#“umbrella”#governance# in# free#sports#discussed#within# this# thesis# reveal#
that# as# a# result# of# introduction# of# such# governance#models# some# wider# (and# probably# unex<
pected)#consequences#have#arisen,#such#as#a#rift#between#the#cultures#of#different#sports#(sport#
climbing# and#mountaineering),# resistance# to# accept# structures# in# skateboarding,# boycotting# of#
competitions#by#some#of#the#best#athletes#in#snowboarding,#and#even#a#bankruptcy#of#an#inter<
national#governing#body#(the#International#Snowboard#Federation).#Therefore,#it#can#be#suggest<































Nonetheless,# the# findings# of# this# research# on# free# sports# indicated# the# absence# of# dominant#
logics#in#any#of#three#sports#and#significant#variations#in#the#logics#of#organizational#actors#across#
these#free#sports,#so#the#fields#have#remained#heterogeneous.#Ultimately,#there#is#a#co<existence#









different# logics:#while# the#FIS# is# guided#by# traditional#Olympic# sport# values,# the#TTR#Pro#Snow<
boarding#is#largely#built#on#free#sport#culture.#There#are#also#the#X<Games,#which#are#mainly#driv<
en#by#commercial#logics.#Having#said#that,#it#has#to#be#pointed#out#that#most#organizations#have#
adopted#multiple# logics# in#order# to# fulfil#different#organizational# targets,# similarly# to#sport#club#
analyzed#by#Skirstad#and#Chelladurai#(2011).#For# instance,#the#International#Snowboard#Federa<




However,# the# findings# of# cross<case# analysis# suggest# that# traditional# culture# of# free# sports# has#
remained#the#main#criterion#of#cultural#legitimacy#for#international#sport#organizations.#Cultural#






































ness# to# accept# governance# structures,# which# derives# from# traditional# values# of# being# anti<
establishment# and# not#willing# to# institutionalize#with# governing# bodies.# Throughout# this# study#





participation# in# decision# making# can# be# explained# by# the# prominence# of# traditional# anti<





















imacy# in# free# sports# corresponds# to# regulatory# legitimacy# within# the# global# sport# governance#
frameworks.# It# has# been# critical# for# the# survival# of# international# sport# organizations# in# snow<












The# relationships# between# these# two# concepts# have# been#manifested# through# the# attitude# of#
top#athletes#in#these#sports#towards#participation#into#the#Olympic#Games.#Although#it#is#under<











and# the# development# of# the# sports# in# general.# Having# said# that,#most# snowboarding# athletes#
specifically#highlighted#that#being#a#vehicle#for#popularization#of#the#sport#among#general#audi<
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ence,# the#Olympic#Games# have# always# lacked# credibility#within# snowboarding# community# and#
have#often#been#at#odds#with#the#snowboarding#culture#throughout#last#two#decades.#The#bot<
tom#line#is#that#for#skateboarding#and#snowboarding#communities#the#IOC#has#dramatically#less#
cultural# legitimacy# than# other# institutions,# such# as# the# TTR# Snowboarding# and# the# X<Games.#
Sport#climbing#has#been#different# in#this#regard.#As# its#values#have#significantly#changed,# it#has#
become#closer#to#the#Olympic#movement# in#a#cultural#sense.#To#summarize,#the#cultural# legiti<
macy#of#the#Olympic#movement#is#believed#to#be#much#higher#within#sport#climbing#community#
than# in# competitive# skateboarding# and# snowboarding.# Over# the# two# decades# of# the# Olympic#




in# resistance# towards#governing#organizations.# In#other#words,#when# the#cultural# legitimacy#of#
organization#is#significantly#lower#than#its#regulatory#legitimacy,#then#resistance#of#sport#partici<
pants#towards#this#organization#is#likely#to#occur.#The#cross#case#study#connects#resistance#in#free#
sports#back# to# the#very# fact#of# introduction#of# the#competitive#element# to#activities# that#were#
created#in#opposition#to#mainstream#sports#and#identifies#three#main#issues#that#contributed#to#
a#lack#of#cultural#legitimacy#of#governing#organizations#in#free#sports:##










FIS,# a# hierarchical# and# bureaucratic# international# sport# federation# that# has# governed# Olympic#
snowboarding#but#largely#ignored#the#voice#of#athletes.#There#have#been#also#strong#resistance#
issues#among#the#skateboarding#community,#but# it#was#directed#towards#the#whole#concept#of#
sport# governance# rather# than# towards# specific# organizations.# Skateboarders# have# campaigned#
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against# the# idea# of# skateboarding# joining# the# Olympic#movement# and# corresponding# require<
ments# of# governance# of# the# sport# by# a# single# international# organization.# However,#whilst# iso<
morphic#pressures#in#international#snowboarding#and#skateboarding#have#encountered#a#strong#
resistance,# similar# trends# in# international# sport# climbing# have# been# accepted# by#most# partici<
pants#and#organizations.#To#summarize,#the#contrast#between#cultural#legitimacy#and#regulatory#
legitimacy,#which#was#mainly#associated#with#institutional#isomorphism#of#mainstream#sport#or<









veloped#between#organizations# in# respective# institutional# fields#of# international# skateboarding,#
snowboarding,# and# climbing# over# the# last# three# decades.# For# instance,# in# competitive# snow<
boarding#multiple# relationships# between# organizations# have# been# created,# so# this# thesis# con<
verges#with#Rails#(2011)#findings#of#a#high<density#network#structure#in#international#snowboard<
ing.#In#particular,#the#map#of#actors#in#snowboarding#demonstrates#that#TTR#Pro#Snowboarding#is#
linked#with#almost#all# significant# institutions# in# field,#either#officially#or# informally.#As# the# case#
studies#also#outline,#not#only#governing#bodies#but#also#various#other#organizational#actors,#such#
as#global#sport#event#organizations#(e.g.#the#X<Games)#and#professional#sport#tour#providers#(e.g.#





power/dependence# relationships#with# other# sport# organizations,# and# establishing# control# over#
sports#concerned.#One#of# the#most#evident#examples# is# the#establishment#and#activities#of# the#
International# Skateboarding# Federation# (ISF).# The# very# fact# of# existence# of# this# organization# is#
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down#to#the#IOC#perceived#interest#in#skateboarding#as#the#ISF#was#established#with#the#primary#
objective# to# “protect# skateboarding”# and# has# since# been# operating# the# strategy# aimed# at#
strengthening#its#control#over#international#skateboarding.#As#the#key#pillar#of#this#strategy,#the#
ISF#has#built#mutually#beneficial# relationships#with#all# the#key#organizations# in# the# institutional#
field#of#international#skateboarding:#the#UCI,#the#WCS,#the#US#Skateboarding,#the#Street#League,#
and#the#X<Games.#Backed#by#influential#people#of#skateboarding,#such#as#Tony#Hawk,#the#ISF#has#
maintained# its# autonomy# from# the# IOC# and# an# effective# power# over# the# international# skate<
boarding# network.# However,# in# order# to# secure# necessary# resources# for# its# existence#without#
compromising#its#autonomy#from#the#IOC,#the#ISF#had#to#enter#into#resource#motivated#relation<
ships# with# the# biggest# commercial# actors# in# skateboarding,# such# as# board# producers,# media#
companies,#and#skateboarding#facilities,#which#are#represented#on#the# ISF#board.#Relationships#
between#these#organizations#can#be#seen#as#mutually#dependent#as#the#ISF#depends#on#funding#
from# commercial# entities# and# also# their# support# in# terms# of# protecting# skateboarding# values,#
while# these#businesses#depend#on# the# ISF# in# terms#of#preferential# access# to#new# international#
markets#and#major#international#skateboarding#events.##
#
Another# example# of# application# of# resource# dependence/power# relationships# to# free# sports# is#
the# TTR# Snowboarding.# This# organization#was# created# as# an# alternative# to# the# FIS,# which# has#
been#in#charge#of#the#Olympic#snowboarding#and#thus#has#had#substantial#resources#and#power#
in# institutional# field#of#snowboarding.# In#turn,# the#TTR#has#never#had#an#access#to#the#Olympic#
resources,# so# its# strategy# has# been# focused# on# running# its# own# snowboarding# tour.# This# TTR#
Snowboarding#Tour#has#become#a# successful# commercial# initiative.#As# a# result# of# this# success,#
TTR# snowboarding# has# effectively# created# the# resources# for# itself# and# ensured# its# autonomy#
from#the#IOC#and#survival#in#organizational#field,#which#was#crucial#since#the#ISF,#the#predecessor#
of# the# TTR,#went# bust# largely# due# to# the# FIS# arrival.#Whilst# there# have# been# barely# any# pow<
er/dependence#relationships#between#the#IOC#and#the#TTR#Snowboarding,#in#order#to#create#and#
develop#a#completely#new#event#platform#in#international#elite#snowboarding,#the#TTR#opted#to#

















of# constraint—the# IOC—and# the# first# step# to# claim#governance#over#Olympic# snowboarding# in#
the#future.#Overall,#it#derives#from#the#data#that#over#the#last#decade#the#TTR#strategy#of#enter<












an# access# to# the#Olympic# resources.# Instead,# they# employed# strategies# focused# on# alternative#
resources,#coming#specifically#from#the#major#commercial#entities#in#the#skateboarding#industry,#
alternative#event#tour#snowboarding,#and#some#key#alliances#in#both#sports.#Indeed,#these#rela<




the# international# governing# body# of# sport# climbing,# has# been# significantly# different# from# the#
governing#bodies#in#snowboarding#and#skateboarding.#As#sport#climbing#has#recently#been#much#











national# sport# agencies# and# sponsors# and# facilitates# cooperation# and# development# opportuni<
ties,# for#example,# integration#of# climbing#walls# into#existing#multisport# facilities#or# inclusion#of#
climbing#in#school#curriculum.#
#
As#already#highlighted,#due# to#a# relatively# limited#commercial#appeal#of# sport#climbing,# its# fur<
ther# development# across# the# globe# is# very# dependent# on# the# resources# provided# within# the#
Olympic#movement,#so#the# IFSC#has#pro<actively#sought#access#to#them.# In#contrast#to#the#TTR#
Snowboarding# and# the# ISF,# which# established# supply# of# resources# alternative# to# the# Olympic#
ones,# the# IFSC# traded# its#autonomy# to# some#extent.# In#order# for# sport# climbing# to#be#officially#
considered# by# the# IOC# the# IFSC# allowed# the# IOC# to# obtain# a# degree# of# power.# In# terms# of# re<
source<dependence# theory,# this# IFSC# organizational# behaviour# can# be# characterized# as# co<
optation#of#constraint#(Selznick,#1949).#First,#the#IOC#provided#the#IFSC#with#its#recognition#as#an#










explanations# of# the# IFSC# behaviour# apart# from# power/dependency# relationships#with# the# IOC.#
However,# the# IFSC# followed# the# recommendation#of# the# IOC# technical# commission# to#propose#
combined#Olympics#disciplines,#and#there#was#a#willingness#to#meet#the#IOC#demands#and#offer#
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no# resistance#when# the# traditions#of# sport# could#have#been#compromised.# In# contrast,# the# ISF#
and#the#TTR#have#retained#their#autonomy#from#the#IOC,#the#major#resources#provider#in#inter<






ganizes# the# X<Games,# have# strengthened# through# the# ability# to# generate# and# control# the# re<









motivated# behaviour# because# the# IOC# looks# to# improve# the# television# ratings# and# appeal# to#







Regarding# the# X<Games,# skateboarding# and# snowboarding# have# been# the# core# sports# of# this#




snowboarders# successfully# requested# a# pay# increase# and# improvement# in# working# conditions#
from# the#X<Games#organizers.# Indeed,# athletes# and# international#organizations#of# these# sports#
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have#been#also#largely#dependent#on#the#X<Games#as#they#have#been#earning#significant#money#













of# concern# rather# than# competing# explanations;# both# approaches# deal# with# re<
source<based# institutional# control,# but# each# also# includes# other# non<overlapping#
areas#of#interest.#
Therefore,#the#next#section#will#attempt#to#outline#where#resource#dependence#and#institutional#
theories,# on#one#hand,# can# complement# each#other# in# their# application# to# the# findings#of# this#
thesis#and,#on#the#other#hand,#might#offer#different#interpretations#of#the#them.#This#discussion#
is# based#on#Oliver’s# (1991)# understanding# of# convergences# and#divergences# of# these# theories,#












sponse# to# environmental# pressures# (DiMaggio# and# Powell,# 1983;# Zucker,# 1977),# resource<
dependence# theory# does# not# specifically# suggest# any# institutionally# prescribed# patterns# in#
change# of# organizational# structures# and# advocates# active# behaviour# of# organizations# that# can#
lead# to#various#outcomes#and#strategies#on#change# in#structures#depending#on#what#approach#
ensures# flow#of# resources#and#reduces#environmental#uncertainty# for# specific#organizations.# In#
terms#of#this#research,#no#evidence#was#found#from#the#case#studies#to#support#organizational#
isomorphism# trends# and# network# structures# have# remained# popular# even# in# snowboarding,#
which#became#an#Olympic#sport.#This#challenges#new#institutional#theory#and#suggests#variation#









ues# have# remained# strong# in# all# sports# researched.#However,# along#with# this# finding,# it# is# also#
evident# that#multiple# logics# (competitive,#commercial,#and# traditional)#have#been#adopted#and#
co<exist# in# all# sports.# It# is# in# line#with# the# studies# of# Smith# and# Shilbury# (2004),# Southall# et# al#
(2008),#Southall#and#Nagel#(2008)#as#it#also#supports#institutional#pluralism#in#terms#of#possibility#
of#co<existence#of#several#logics#in#organizational#field.#Again,#this#is#a#challenge#to#new#institu<
tional# thinking# of# DiMaggio# (1988)# and# Zucker# (1983),# who# suggested# that# organizations# con<
formed#to#dominant#logics,#taken<for<granted#norms#and#beliefs#in#order#to#ensure#their#survival.#










wood# and#Hinings,# 1988)# sees# regulatory# legitimacy# as# facilitating# access# to# resources# acquisi<
tion,# whilst# new# institutional# perspective# (Zucker,# 1977;#Meyer# and# Rowan,# 1977;#Meyer# and#
Scott,#1983)#extends#the#notion#of#legitimacy#by#highlighting#its#cultural#aspect.#Therefore,#these#
theories#complement#each#other#in#evaluating#regulatory#legitimacy#in#this#thesis.#Nonetheless,#





ships# of# power# and# dependence# between# organizations# in# international# sports# of# climbing,#
skateboarding,#and#snowboarding.#As#pointed#out#in#the#literature#review,#coercive#isomorphism#
is#related#to#political#influence#in#new#institutionalism#because#power#tends#to#be#attributed#to#
the# institutional# environment# (DiMaggio# and# Powell's,# 1983).# Coercive# isomorphism# has# been#
visible#in#organization#of#Olympic#snowboarding#in#connection#with#the#political#influence#of#the#
IOC# and# the# FIS.# Otherwise,# power/dependence# relationships# in# three# researched# sports# are#







This! concluding! chapter! evaluates! how! the! research! objectives! were! achieved! and,! most! im@
































to# isomorphic# pressures# for# international# governing# organizations# in# free# sports# to#
change#organizational#structures#and#conform#to#dominant#values#of#mainstream#com<
petitive#sports.#In#terms#of#DiMaggio#and#Powell’s#(1983)#notions#of#institutional#isomor<















of# snowboarding# and# skateboarding#mostly# encountered# strong# resistance# among# the#
established# governing# organizations# in# these# sport,# similar# pressures# in# international#
sport#climbing#were#accepted#by#sport#governing#organizations#of#this#sport.#Thus#it#can#




•! However,# even# though# coercive#and#normative#pressures#have# taken# their# toll# on# free#









organizational# fields# of# snowboarding# and# skateboarding:# the# role# of# information# ex<
change#between#organizations#of#these#two#sports#in#their#social#learning#of#adaptive#re<

























































developed# into#the#biggest#global# formal#movement# in#sport.#One#of#the#major# findings#of#this#
study#is#the#revelation#of#how#great#the#influence#of#the#Olympic#movement#on#the#evolution#of#
free# sports# has# been.# One#might# argue# that# the# IOC# is# the# part# of# the# organizational# field# of#





















This# pillar# is# about# establishing# rules#within# organizational# fields# of# free# sports# and# inspecting#









Normative# factors# are# about# expectations,# norms# of# acceptable# behaviour,# relational# systems#
and#social#patterns#in#organizational#fields.#The#construction#of#standards#and#norms#in#organiza<
tional#evolution#of#modern#sport#is#linked#to#professionalization#of#managing#organizations,#for<
malization#and#bureaucratization#of#sports.#Whilst# this#study#suggests# that#organization#of# free#
sports#has#gone#through#a#period#of#professionalization#and#formalization#over#the#last#30#years,#









This# pillar# is# central# to# understanding# of# organizational# evolution# of# the# field,# as# it# involves#
shared# conceptions,#meanings,# logics# and# taken<for<granted# assumptions.# Overall,# cultural# ac<
counts#of#free#sports#are#found#to#underpin#structural#arrangements#and#provide#explanation#for#









tional# free# sport—was# found# to#have#occurred# in#all# three# sports.#This# rift#of#a# cultural#nature#

















it# can#be#concluded#that#over# the#period#of#organizational#evolution#all# three#sports#vastly# im<
proved#their#capabilities#in#terms#of#their#international#presence#and#appeal.#Although#this#thesis#
doesn’t# focus#on# sport#development,# it# is# clear# that# the#processes#and# systems#created#within#
the#organizational#fields#of#skateboarding,#snowboarding#and#climbing#facilitated#enhancement#
of#key#sport#capabilities:#number#of# facilities# for#people# to#participate# in# these#sports,# interna<
tional#competitions#being#held,#safety#and#accessibility#of#sports.#There#have#been#various#out<
comes#of#changes#in#climbing,#skateboarding#and#climbing,#as#the#unique#stories#of#each#of#these#
sports# describe.# The# key# outcomes# with# regards# to# different# aspects# of# change# in# each# sport#
were#earlier#summarized#in#Table+7.1.#This#study#doesn’t#compare#the#outcomes#of#changes#with#
any#“mainstream”#sport,#but#it#is#apparent#that#it#took#free#sports#a#remarkably#short#period#of#
time# to# “catch# up”#mainstream# sports# and# become# international# professional# sports.# The# key#
outcome#of#changes# is# that,#as#competition#aspects#of# these#sports#developed,#all# three#sports#






















tact#while# the#organizational# structures#of# these#sports#undergo#a# significant#change.#Whereas#
previous# studies#of# international# sports#pre<dominantly# suggested# that# the# logics#of# the#whole#





national# skateboarding.# They# did# not# replace# traditional# values# but# became# coexisting# with#
them.#All# three# case# studies#demonstrate# that# structures# can# follow# institutional#expectations,#




tion# between# two# different# “versions”# of# the# same# sports:# competitive# sports# and# traditional#
sports.#Co<existence#of#these#versions#has#been#remarkable#in#free#sports,#so#this#is#a#significant<












Historically,# studies#of#organizational#evolution#and#change# in#modern# sports# tend# to# focus#on#





role# of# cultural# legitimacy# of# international# sport# organizations# in# organizational# field# has# been#
undervalued# in# sport# management# as# cultural# profiles# provide# a# foundation# for# structural# ar<
rangements# and# determine#whether# organizational# change# is# accepted# or# not.# In# this# connec<
tion,#the#role#of#athletes#in#legitimizing#structural#change#and#the#danger#for#culturally#legitimate#




































Meta<organization#perspective# is# a# relatively# new# concept,#which# international# sport# organiza<
tions#also#fit#to.#Although#this#study#did#not#use#meta<organization#theory#as#a#framework,#the#
data#and#the#findings#with#regards#to#international#sport#governing#bodies#can#relate#to#this#the<





This# study# contributes# to# further# knowledge# through# the# use# of# combination# of# approaches,#
methods#and# frameworks.#This#allowed#a#comprehensive#picture#of# such#a#complex#phenome<
non# as# organizational# evolution# to# be# constructed.# First,# as# the# notion# of# processual# analysis#
guided#this#ressearch,#the#way#it#was#used#in#this#study#might#provide#some#methodological#di<
rections#for#future#processual#researchers,#particularly,#those#studying#evolution#of#an#activity#or#





















tures# reflect#a# traditionally# informal#way# to#organize# free# sports#and#are# in# line#with#values#of#
these#sports,#the#adherence#to#this#type#of#structures#is#thought#to#restrict#development#of#the#
sports.#An#absence#of#central#authority#and#overlapping#international#competition#structure#with#
multiple# events,# tours,# and# organizations# constitute# a# challenge# for# sport# managers# of# these#
sports# in#terms#of#delivering#their# international#proposition.# In#other#words,# it#might#be#simply#

















Therefore,# the# key#directions# for# future# research# should# elaborate#on#elements# this# study#has#
brought#forward.#First,#in#terms#of#research#of#specific#sports#on#a#macro<level#(the#whole#inter<
national#sport#as#the#unit#of#analysis),#lack#of#uniform#changes#and#co<existence#of#isomorphism#




lytical# generalization# and# is# limited# to# similar# environments.# Therefore,# a# research# on# other#










ues#and#cultural# legitimacy# in#organizational#evolution#of# sports.# This# study#demonstrates# that#
although#cultural<cognitive#elements#and#subcultures#clearly#have#a# strong#effect#on#structural#
arrangements# in# international#sports,#there# is#a# lack#of#understanding#how#they#work#and#how#
they# influence#changes# in#sport.#These# issues#require#more#research,#and#a#good#starting#point#
might# be# a# suggestion# to# research# a# possibility# of# an#«international# federation#of# free# sports»#













methodological# approaches# to# the# topic#of#organizational#evolution#and#change# in# free# sports.#
Whilst#the#chosen#theories#(new#institutionalism#and#resource<dependence)#were#thought#to#be#
the#best#capable#of#addressing#this#research’s#objectives,#there#are#a#number#of#other#theories#
that# examine# organizations,# so# they#might# provide# different# explanations# to# some# specific# as<























fore,# there# is# an#opportunity# for# further# studies# to# focus#on# relationships#between# free# sports#
and#the#Olympic#movement.#As#already#mentioned,#the#aspects,#which#can#be#considered#within#
such#a# study,#have#potential# to#extend# the#knowledge#not#only#on# free# sports#but#also#on# the#
organization#of#modern# international#sport# in#general.#One#of# the#aspects,#which#deserves# fur<
ther#academic#investigation,#is#decision<making#on#sport#introduction#to#the#Olympic#Games,#or#
sport#bidding#process,#which#was# referred#a#number#of# times# in#a#political# context# throughout#









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































## CATEGORY# SPORT# DISCIPLINE#
1# Adventure#Sports# Adventure#Racing# Adventure#Racing#
2# Adventure#Sports# Climbing# Climbing#Boulder#
3# Adventure#Sports# Climbing# Climbing#Lead#
4# Adventure#Sports# Climbing# Climbing#Speed#
5# Adventure#Sports# Climbing# Free#Climbing#
6# Adventure#Sports# Climbing# Ice#Climbing#
7# Adventure#Sports# Canyoning# Canyoning#
8# Aerial#Sports# Aerobatic#Flying# Aerobatic#Flying#
9# Aerial#Sports# B.A.S.E.#Jumping# B.A.S.E.#Jumping#
10# Aerial#Sports# Hanggliding# Hanggliding#Accuracy#
11# Aerial#Sports# Hanggliding# Hanggliding#Aerobatic#
12# Aerial#Sports# Hanggliding# Hanggliding#Speed#Gliding#
13# Aerial#Sports# Paragliding# Paragliding#Accuracy#
14# Aerial#Sports# Paragliding# Paragliding#Aerobatic#
15# Aerial#Sports# Paragliding# Paragliding#Cross#Country#
16# Aerial#Sports# Paragliding# Paramotor#
17# Aerial#Sports# Skydiving# Skydiving#
18# Aerial#Sports# Speed#Riding# Speed#Riding#
19# Aerial#Sports# Wingsuit#Flying# Wingsuit#Flying#
20# Athletics# Running# Freerunning/Parcour#
21# Bike#Sports# BMX# BMX#Dirt#
22# Bike#Sports# BMX# BMX#Flatland#
23# Bike#Sports# BMX# BMX#Park#
24# Bike#Sports# BMX# BMX#Race#
25# Bike#Sports# BMX# BMX#Street#
26# Bike#Sports# BMX# BMX#Vert/Mega#Ramp#
27# Bike#Sports# Mountainbike# Mountainbike#4#Cross#
28# Bike#Sports# Mountainbike# Mountainbike#Cross#Country#
29# Bike#Sports# Mountainbike# Mountainbike#Downhill#
## 271#
30# Bike#Sports# Mountainbike# Mountainbike#Freeride/Slopestlye#
31# Bike#Sports# Mountainbike# Mountainbike#Freestyle#
32# Bike#Sports# Trialbiking# Trialbiking#
33# Bike#Sports# Trialbiking# Trialbiking#Street#
34# Motor#Sports# Moto#Cross# Moto#X1,#X2#
35# Motor#Sports# Moto#Cross#Freestyle# Moto#Cross#Freestyle#
36# Motor#Sports# Motorbike#Enduro# Enduro##
37# Motor#Sports# Motorbike#Trial# Motorbike#Trial#
38# Motor#Sports# Motorbike#Trial# Trial#Freestyle#
39# Motor#Sports# Motorbike#Stuntriding# Motorbike#Stuntriding#
40# Skate#Sports# Inline#Skating# Inline#Skating#Endurance#
41# Skate#Sports# Inline#Skating# Inline#Skating#Park#
42# Skate#Sports# Inline#Skating# Inline#Skating#Vert#
43# Skate#Sports# Mountainboarding# Mountainboarding#
44# Skate#Sports# Sandboarding# Sandboarding#
45# Skate#Sports# Skateboarding# Skateboard#Bowl/Pool#
46# Skate#Sports# Skateboarding# Skateboard#Downhill#
47# Skate#Sports# Skateboarding# Skateboard#Longboard#
48# Skate#Sports# Skateboarding# Skateboard#Mega#Ramp#
49# Skate#Sports# Skateboarding# Skateboard#Street#
50# Skate#Sports# Skateboarding# Skateboard#Park#
51# Skate#Sports# Skateboarding# Skateboard#Vert#
52# Skate#Sports# Street#Luge# Street#Luge#
53# Water#Sports# Diving# Cliff#Diving#
54# Water#Sports# Diving# Free#Diving#
55# Water#Sports# Jet#Skiing# Jetskiing#Freestyle#
56# Water#Sports# Kayak# Kayak#Expedition#
57# Water#Sports# Kayak# Kayak#Rodeo#
58# Water#Sports# Kayak# White#Water#Kayaking#
59# Water#Sports# Kitesurfing# Kitesurfing#Freestyle#
60# Water#Sports# Kitesurfing# Kitesurfing#Speed#
## 272#
61# Water#Sports# Kitesurfing# Kitesurfing#Wave#
62# Water#Sports# Surfing# Free#Surfing#
63# Water#Sports# Surfing# Skimboard#
64# Water#Sports# Surfing# Surfing#Big#Wave#
65# Water#Sports# Surfing# Surfing#Competition#
66# Water#Sports# Surfing# Stand#up#paddling#
67# Water#Sports# Wakeboarding# Wakeboarding#Boat#
68# Water#Sports# Wakeboarding# Wakeboarding#Cable#
69# Water#Sports# Wakeboarding# Wakeskate#
70# Water#Sports# Wakeboarding# Wakesurfing#
71# Water#Sports# Waterski# Waterski#Slalom#
72# Water#Sports# Waterski# Waterski#Jump#
73# Water#Sports# Windsurfing# Windsurfing#Fresstyle#
74# Water#Sports# Windsurfing# Windsurfing#Speed#
75# Water#Sports# Windsurfing# Windsurf#Slalom#
76# Water#Sports# Windsurfing# Windsurfing#Wave#
77# Winter#Sports# Iceskating# Ice#Cross#Downhill#
78# Winter#Sports# Skiing# Freeskiing#Back#Country#Freestyle#
79# Winter#Sports# Skiing# Freeskiing#Big#Air/Slopestyle#
80# Winter#Sports# Skiing# Freeskiing#Big#Mountain/Freeride#
81# Winter#Sports# Skiing# Freeskiing#Half#Pipe#
82# Winter#Sports# Skiing# Skiercross#
83# Winter#Sports# Skiing# Ski#Mountaineering/Touring#
84# Winter#Sports# Skiing# Speedskiing#
85# Winter#Sports# Snowboard# Snowboard#Big#Air#
86# Winter#Sports# Snowboard# Snowboard#Big#Mountain/Freeride#
87# Winter#Sports# Snowboard# Snowboard#Cross#
88# Winter#Sports# Snowboard# Snowboard#Halfpipe#
89# Winter#Sports# Snowboard# Snowboard#Slopestyle#
90# Winter#Sports# Snowkiting# Snowkiting#




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Themes# #Codes#(NVivo#“nodes”)# Sports# Sub<codes#
1# Organization#
of#Sport#
International#governing#
bodies#
Snowboarding# FIS,##
TTR,#
ISF,#
X<Games#
We#are#Snowboarding#
Skateboarding# ISF,#
FIRS,#
UCI,#
X<Games#
Climbing# IFSC,##
UIAA#
Olympic#movement# # IOC,##
Olympic#recognition,#
Inclusion#/#Exclusion#of#
sports,##
”Umbrella”#organization,##
Olympic#sponsors,##
Agenda#2020,##
2# Culture#of#
Sport#
Roots#of#activity# # First#international#compe<
titions,##
First#international#govern<
ing#bodies#
Traditional#values# # Anti<establishment,##
Snowboarding# #
Skateboarding# Creativity#/#Play#
Climbing# Close#to#nature,#
Adventure#
“Mainstream”#/#competi<
tive#sport#values#
# Importance#of#competi<
tions/#winning,#
Rules#of#sports#/#judging#
## 278#
#
+
+
+
Being#part#of#/#joining##
the#Olympic#Games,##
3# Evolution#of#
Sport##
“Quantification”#of#sport# # #
Professionalization# # Volunteers,#
Professional#managers#
Commercialization# # Television,#
Sponsors,#
Bureaucratization# # Formal#structures,#
Size#of#organization#
Acceptance#of#change# # #
Resistance#of#change/#
Conflict#
# #
4# New#institu<
tionalism#
Isomorphism# # Mimetic,#
Normative,#
Coercive#
Pluralism# # #
Legitimacy# # Regulatory#legitimacy#
#Cultural#legitimacy#
5# Resource#de<
pendence#
Power#
Dependence#
# #
